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People over age 60 have been receiving an increasing amount of 
attention over the past few years. It has been widely th0ught that if 
this growing minority could be "properly" fed and educated about 
sound nutritional practices, their other problems might be ameliorated. 
Good nutritional practices can help but cannot abolish the health and 
social problems of the aged (1). 
Preventive nutrition should be emphasized rather than sickness 
care (2). Preventive nutrition is defined as l) a balance of sufficient 
amounts of all nutrients required for body processes, but not an excess, 
and 2) help for a person already at risk or to avoid reoccurance of 
disease. 
Nutrition education has been termed as the application of the 
-'Science of nutrition to the everyday lives of people (3). Better 
nutrition education is essential for all who are concerned with meeting 
their food needs. The educator should assess a persons needs, wants, 
interests, available foods, beliefs, and educational level before 
proceeding. For optimum learning and retention, all people, especially 
the elderly, must be involved in the education and want to change 
their food choices. The lessons need to be practical, useful, and on 
the listeners level. Change is difficult for most people, but is 
especially true for agirig perscns, when so many other changes are 
being required. Change in food habits is possible, however (4). 
Senior citizens need essentially the same kinds and amounts of 
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nutrients as their younger conterparts, but with fewer calories (5, 4, 6, 
71. However their attitude often is one of "why bother at my age?" and 
"vby bother Just for me'?", 
Those who exist on monotonous diets often have inadequate intake 
of ascorbic acid, iron, calcium, and the B-complex vitamins (6) .  They 
develop fatigue and generally poor health. The general adequacy of the 
diet decreases as age increases, thus older senior citizens are more 
apt to be malnourished (8, 9, 10). 
Nutrition and aging do interact. Mayer (ll) is quoted as saying 
that "aging, through decreased income, increasing disabilities, and 
1oneliness, hinders good nutrition; nutrition is involved in the devep­
.ment of diseases associated with old age; and the relationship of 
nutrition to the aging process itself is as yet little understood in 
man." Older .Americans should be encouraged to participate in a meal 
1>lan of some type. 
CONGREGA'J:E MEALS PROGR.l\M 
Evidence presented in the Senate Hearings on Nutrition and H�an 
·Needs and Aging in 1967 and 1969 show that the elde�ly· are most 
vulnerable to under-nutrition. Goodman (12) finds one major reason to 
be that many of the individuals are living alone. To counteract this 
J)roblem the federal-government established the Congre�ate Meals Program 
(CMP} as part of Title VII of the Older Americans Act. The purpose of 
the program, as described in -Chapter IX of the Acministration on Aging 
Co�e, part 909, is to: 
"provide older Americans, particula�ly those with low incomes, with 
low cost, nutr-itionally sound meals served in strategically 
located centers such as schools, churches, community centers, 
senior citizen centers, and other public or private facilities 
where they can obtain other social and rehabilitative services. 
Besides promoting better health among the older segment of the 
population through improved nutrition, such a program is aimed 
at reducing an isolation of old age, offering older Americans 
an opportunity to live their remaining years in dignity." (13) 
Several surveys have been done in different parts of the nation 
to determine the efficacy of this program. Since food habits are 
o:f'ten regional in nature, especially among the older people, this type 
of information is valuable for each sector of the nation. 
As a general statement of the purpose of the Title VII Congregate 
Meals Program, there are six major goals: l) low cost meals in a 
congregate setting which provide at least l/3 the recommended daily 
nutrient allowances; 2) counseling about health, nutrition, and 
social welfare; 3) information and referral services; 4) recreational 
and social activities; 5) outreach; and 6) transportation. 
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The actual cost per meal is about three dollars. The participants' 
average pay is about fifty cents a meal, which contributes about 60 
percent of the raw food cost. Government commodities make up some of 
the difference. 
To meet one-third the RDA in calories for men and nutrients for 
women the foods must be of high nutritive value. One meals' portions 
(6) are to include: 
2 oz. edible portion meat, fish, fowl, egg, cheese (sometimes 
dried beans, peas, nuts or nut but"ter) 
2--½ c. servings of vegetables and fruits 
1 serving bread or alternate, including.cereals, pasta, dumplings, 
pancakes, sweet potatoes 
1 tsp. butter or margarine 
1--½ c. serving dessert--fruit, full-strength fruit juice, 
puddings, ice cream, cake, cookies, etc. 
½ pint milk--including whole, skim, 2% flavored, buttermilk, 
cheese, fortified 
optional beverages..--tea, coffee, fruit-flavored beverages, and 
soft drinks 
�THE ELDERLY DEFINED 
-Who are the elderly? 'What are their living conditions? How much 
of a problem is their health and physical status? 
Statistics differ. Rowe (14) stated that 95 percent of those over 
65 live in private homes . Bild (15}, referring to the 1970 U.S. census 
-report, statec that 25.6 percent of the persons over 60 live alone and 
that three of four of these are women. His report of the Chicago area 
in 1972 shows that 27 percent are living in their own homes and that 
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- �-very few live with relatives or others. Rowe (14) stated that "only" 
21 percent indicate that health is a very serious problem and 12 percent 
,noted loneliness to be a problem. Bild (15) stated that older people 
�how an acceptance of aging and disability and discount their health 
status as a problem because it is "expected", seeing such problems 
in others. This .exposure to death and frailty makes their own problems 
have less magnitude in comparison. Many older persons, regardless of 
income or health problems will say, "I'm getting along alright,"-seeming 
to accept the status quo as something that cannot be changed. 
Senior citizens are often more disease-prone and have more health 
1?roblems than the general population. There is also a higher incidence 
of depression among older persons (l6). Are these facts related to 
diet or nutritional status? Can good nutrition improve morale? 
According to Atchley (l7l and Hendel (18}, self-rated health is the 
most important predictor of 111orale, with good nutrition leading to im­
proved health, which in turn leads to improved morale. 
Bild (15) found that life satisfaction in the elderly is 
dependent on health, previous existence patterns compared with present 
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living conditions, a.nd ability to cope with �resent conditions. He 
also stated that according to both national and Chicago statistics lone­
liness is their fourth rated problem, following after fear of crime, 
poor health, and low-income. The main psychological and physical needs 
of the elderly also include privacy and independence (19); and love, 
recognition, and a sense of being needed (6). 
While the vast majority of people over 65 have come to terms with 
their life situation, the elderly are often regarded as problems by 
-themselves and by society in general (15) • 
.FACTORS INFLUENCING Nu�RITION 
Goodman (12) cites major causes of malnutrition among the elderly 
e.s isolation or living alone and inadequate income. Rountree (2) 
lists some other factors to be: misinformation about nutrients use 
and source, convenience foods, shopping access, food storage facilities, 
time and desire for food preparation, income and available transporta­
tion. Watkin and Mann (1), and McLaren (3) agree that low income is a 
problem. Young (20) adds alcohol or drug abuse to the list. Although 
Young stated that in 1972 one-third of the elderly were below the poverty 
line, Hendel (18) had indicated that according to nany studies income 
is not the factor with greatest influence on food behavior and con­
sequently on the nutritional adequacy of the diet of the elderly. 
Nutrition shows most effect during the growth and middle years. 
Good nutrition education should be started in early years. These 
two factors may have a synergistic effect on a young person enabling 
the individual to meet the lessening metabolic needs of older years 
(7, 20). 
Food habits and customs which have developed over a lifetime are 
more firmly established with advancing age and are strong factors in 
influencing food choice. LeBovit (8) indicated that diets of indepen­
dent-living elderly are affected by a lack of appetite or disinterest 
in food, and weight loss regimens. Social experience, as seen in 
professional a..�d educated people, is seen to be related to a better 
choice of diet (9). 
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As people age they are forced into many changes, some of which are: 
declining social significance with retirement, diminishing energy and 
-physical resources, possible approaching illness, and decreasing 
-emotional satisfaction with "empty" days (18). 
QUALI�'Y OF LIFE AND MAlJlUTRITION 
The main purpose of the Title VII program is to provide nutrition­
ally sound low-cost meais. The secondary thrust is to alleviate the 
isolation many senior citizens experience and to improve their quality 
of life. Isolation of'ten may be the start of a vicious depression 
cycle (16, 21) which can lead to under-nutrition by either of two 
vays. Some people when depressed don't care to ea�, starting a 
self-sustaining downward cycle. Anorexia leads to semi-starvation, 
leading to further loss of appetite, leading to vitamin A and C 
deficiency, anemia, protein deficiency and other problems (22), 
eventually to death if not corrected. Other people overeat to 
avoid loneliness or depression. Overweight is comm.on among the 
elderly, with high in�idence o� reduced activity and lowered 
metabolic rate. Overeating should not lead to undernutrition, but 
often depressed persons select foods high in calories that are low 
in nutritive value, which can lead to mineral, vitamin and protein 
dericiency. Caloric overload is also indicated as being associated 
with heart problems, diabetes, and gallbladder disease (23) . 
Carruth (24) found that increasing age leads to decreased 
nutrition-related behavior scores. Rountree (2) agreed that nutrition 
knowledge does not always predict practices� Redbook Nutrition 
Report (25) postulated some reasons for poor nutrition habits to be: 
need to lose weight, confusing nutrition information, and budget. 
Persons in this study changed their food practices very little due to 
education, but were interested in more nutrition education. Dillon's 
study (22) showed little knowledge of the relationships between 
nutrition and medicine and the idea that good nutrition can prevent 
�ome diseases. 
Physical problems of the aging are many: inability to shop for, 
prepare, or store food, a dulled sense of taste and smell, dental 
problems, and disease. Still other problems are categorized as eating 
habits: poor food choice due to ignorance, preference or lack 
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of variety, an irregular eating pattern, the use or excess sugars and 
earbohydrates, and food fads (20, 21, and 26) . Many psychological 
�actors are found to affect food behavior and any list is likely to 
be incomplete. People are not so much interested in what food is 
available to them or in the nutritional content of food but in the 
pleasure it gives them. 
When people are at risk nutritionally due to rn.i�imal intake, 
infections are more apt to be serious. When dietary calories are 
inadequate, fat is the first to go, and when the person is under 
stress, he will lose protein from the muscle and viscera as well. 
-llhen protein is lacking-from the diet, even witb adequate or excess 
calories, muscle and viscera are slowly depleted and this depletion 
occurs more quickly with stress (27). Subclinical chronic protein 
malnutrition can lead to kwashiorkor if an infection develops (28) 
although this is not likely in the United States. 
In general, the senescent nutrient requirements are the same as 
for younger adults. They do need fewer calories because, as people 
age, the basal metabolic rate is lower due to the gradual atophic 
transition toward a smaller amount of lean body mass and there is 
usually less physical activity (20, 21, 29, 6, and 18) . 
Tb.ere may be malabsorptive problems increasing as teeth, gastric 
mucosa and enteric enzymes decrease (29, 18, and 6}. Dentures may 
be a problem causing personal refusal of crisp or chewy foods. 
Muscle tone in the stomach and intest ines is less than optimal with 
age, also causing increased discomfort with some foods. Many chronic 
8 
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diseases of the elderly preyent absorption of needed nutrients, or the 
drugs they take preempt absorptive spots in the gastrointestinal tract. 
So, for some elderly persons there may be an increase of nutrient needs, 
and some elderly need therapeutic diets, but all need to be careful 
about eating foods with "empty calories". Krehl (2l) stated that the 
use of a regular vitamin and mineral supplement is reasonable health 
1nsurance, but th�t all should eat well-balanced diets daily. 
Obesity can easily become a problem 1-ri.th the elderly. This may 
cause or increase problems related to atherosclerosis, osteoporosis, 
arthritis and rheumatism (21}. The common high carbohydrate, low 
protein diet of many elderly only adds to their problems. 
Prevention of obesity �ay be the best way to prepare for old 
age. Brink (30) stated that longevity is associated with physical 
-activity with very few obese people reaching advanced ages. It is 
-very difficult to change long-standing habits or long-standing obesity 
(7). However, it can be done with individual planning, supportive 
-guidance, and P.ncouragement. 
SPECIFIC NUTRIENT NEEDS 
The NAS/NRC Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances (31) are often 
-used to evaluate the quality of diets. However, it is only within the 
fra.me'vOrk of statistical probability that these RDA can be used 
l€gitimately . RDA's are not to be interpreted as the nutrient needs 
o:f an individual, but· rather as guidelines. With the aged, many have 
chronic diseases or physical, mental or psychologic factors which will 
af:fect their body's use of the nutrients it ingests. An in-depth study 
needs personal assessment in order for evaluatiye statements to be 
taken individually (21, 3l). That is beyond.the ti�e, training, and 
financial capabilities of the researcher at this time. 
The RDA specified for those over age 51 are for the "reference" 
man or woman. The reference man is 69 inches tall, weighs_· 154 pounds 
and needs 2,400 calories per day. The reference wonan is 65 inches 
tall and requires 1800 calories per day to maintain her body weight 
of 128 po1H1ds. 
Adequate amounts of calcium, magnesium, fluorine, and Vitamin D 
can minimize the hazards of osteoporosis (ll, 21, and 32) . Calcium is 
lost to excreta and dermal losses up to about 200 mg per day, and is 
-taken in through dietary sources only. Milk is the best source . 
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Long-term dietary calcium inadequacy leads to dezineralization of 
the skeleton as seen in osteoporosis and peridontal disease (21, 32) . 
After vertebral fracture, osteoporosis is almost impossible to reverse, 
-but is not clinically observable until nearly two-thirds of the 
-skeletal calcium is gone. · 
Calcium absorption is variable, with optimum absorption at about 
45 percent at intakes up to about 1200 mg per day, w-i.th more intake 
yielding lower percentage absorption. The National Research Council's 
(31) RDA of 11 mg per kg body weight per day is probably a minimum for 
long-term prevention of osteoporosis. Magnesium req1irements are listed 
at 350 milligrams per day for men, 300 mg/day for women. At this time 
there is no listed RDA for fluorine or Vitamin D. 
The RDA for ascorbic acid is 45 milligrams per day for both men 
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and women, but ascorbic acid is sometimes taken in large amounts , 
Krehl (21 1 has shown that huge doses of Vita.min C can significantly 
reduce the symptoms associated with the common cold , but this apparently 
doesn't reduce the frequency of colds . 
The peroxidation theory states that ascorbic a_cid taken in excess 
of RDA amounts may be beneficial in another way, because of its 
synergistic action with Vitamin E in minimizing peroxidation of 
cellular lipids in the process of cell aging. Tocopherol need is 
elevated with increased amounts of polyunsaturated fats in the diet, 
and increased percentages of polyunsaturated fats to saturated fats 
are recommended to reduce the hazards of atherosclerosis. The actual 
body need for Vitamin E remains to be determined, so there is no RDA 
set for this nutrient. 
Anemia is a common problem among the elderly and may be due to a 
number of factors. Iron intake, which should be at 10 mg/day, is apt to 
be low in those people who live alone on low income and have a 
�notonous diet containing small amounts of protein. This may cause 
iron-deficiency anemia (ll ) .  Intake of protein should be 56 grams 
:for men and 46 grams /day for women . Anemia due to Vitamin B12 and/or 
:folic acid deficiency is often found concurrently �-ith ascorbic acid 
deficiency . This tyP-e of anemia is often seen in chronic alcoholics in 
combination with significant pathologic liver damage (21) . There are 
no specified RDA for folic acid and B12 · 
The three B-complex vitamins for which there are RDA's are as 
follows: 
/ 
Niacin - 16 mg for men, l2 mg for women 
Riboflavin - l . 5  mg for men � l . 2  mg for women 
Thiamin - l . 2  mg for men, l. O mg for women (331 
Other specified reconnnended da�ly allowances are phosphorus - 800 mg 
per day and Vitamin A - 5 , 000 r .u .  per day for men and 4, 000 r .u .  per 
day for women. Again, these are recommended for the reference man 
or women . When there is a sex difference in nutrient requirements, it 
is usually due to the body size and relative proportion of lean to 
fat on the person . A woman with a larger frame would probably require 
-closer to the male's RDA and a smaller man would probably require less 
than that recommended for him . 
The doctor should be aware that malnutrition could be the latent 
disease mechanism which brings the elderly patient into his office for 
a large variety of symptoms. Figure l below shows more specifically 
the relationships between dietary intake and deficiency diseases (21). 
Most clinical symptoms show only when a person is greatly depleted of 
specific nutrients (1) so there is the need for vigilance in watching 
dietary intake =  
'TIIETARY STUDIES OF THE ELDERLY 
In a large (487 subjects) Edinburgh study, Lonergan, et al. (34) 
£ound 24-hour dietaries to be validated by 2-day weighed records of 
219 subj ects . They noted that women generally had a poorer diet 
than men, especially for energy ; both men and women had low intake of 
Vitamin C and D .  They stated that education is obviously important 
where diet is concerned. Even when the diets or poor blacks in New 
York were high in fats and carbohydrates, there vas still reported 
12 
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low intake of iron, calcium, and Vitamins A and C ( 22).  
In general , the elderly need (6 )  fewer calories with other 
nutrients remaining the same . Elderly person ' s  diets often are low 
in calcium, iron, the B-vitamins and Vitamin C ,  especially those on 
-monotonous diets. 
Krehl ( 21) , reporting on the Ten-State Survey, indicates that the 
aged o:ften have diets that are nutritionally inadequate, and that this 
adversely affects their nutritional status and health. Iron-deficiency 
anemia is more prevalent in persons over 60 than among younger people. 
That survey found that there often is a low intake of iron , calcium , 
magnesium, vitamin C and folic acid . They also found evidence that 
general under-nutrition in people over 60 was not relegated to the 
3 3 4 ., 4 2. 
' s T DAKOTA STA E · RY 
very poor or to any single ethnic group. 
The results of the Ten-State Survey were questioned by some at a 
-symposium led by Watkins and Mann (l). Some people felt that the 
clinical evaluations were of doubtful value because of varied method­
ologies employed by the different assistants, that there was bias in 
the sampling technique, and that there were too many variations from 
RDA norms with over and -under reporting on the dietaries. 
In a longitudinal study by Burrill and Shuck (35), South Dakota 
1romen over 70 show decreasing Vitamin A and ascorbic acid intakes 
over a 1 0-year period with a general trend toward decreasing nutrient 
intake with age. Fat intake remained the same, while mean protein 
values increased by 16  percent in that study. 
The results of a longitudinal study by Steinkamp ( 9 ) show a 
suggestive relationship between mortality rates and blood levels of 
Vitamin A, niacin, and ascorbic acid, with high death rates among 
those with low blood concentrations of all 3 vitamin factors. Calcium 
-and niacin intakes in one-fourth or more or the diets in all yeare 
were less than 2/3 RDA, with a significantly reduced total intake 
after 75 years of age . 
STUDIES OF THE CONGREGATE MEALS PROGRAM 
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Kohrs, et al. (10 ) found the Congregate Meals Program (CMP) in 
-Missouri to benefit women especially for Vitamins A and C with 
frequency cf participation improving dietary intake of thiamin, 
riboflavin, and niacin. Length of participation vas associated with 
greater intake of calories, protein, calcium, iron , niacin , and thia.mir... 
.Although one-third of the RDA is required of the meal , Kohrs (10) 
stated that the nutrient content of the menus studied exceeded this 
amount. Participants eating "program" meals had significantly higher 
percentages of the RDA for energy , protein, and calcium. than non­
participants .  A larger proportion of those elderly who ate at the 
meal center had good and excellent diets than non-participants. 
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Joeri_ng (36"1, in a 1971 study, agreed that the average daily nutrient 
intake is better with "group" meals and used the 24-hour dietary recall 
in collecting data. 
Calorie intake is of'ten underestimated in food recall records so 
that energy intake is found to be inadequate (10) . Weight to height 
ratios will usually indicate if actual previous intake has been in­
suf"ficient, so reported inadequacies need not be thought so problematic. 
'When self-rating of diets is done, the subjects tend to over-rate 
�heir own diets, according to Grotkowski (37) . When workin� with a 
senior citizen group in Indiana, it was determined that 65 percent 
gave themselves a good or excellent rating, meaning that from 2 /3 to 
all the RDA were met. Actually only 30 percent of these people were 
meeting their recommended daily allowances. 
Marrs ( 38 )  folllld that the choice of milk type: whole, skim, 
chocolate, buttermilk, etc. , seemed more important in acceptance than 
did the cultural background. Consumption of milk by the elderly is 
of importance in reducing incidence of problems frcfl low-dietary calcium. 
Very few participants in meals programs feel that meals prepared 
at home are better (39 }.  These elderly have a definite need for 
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socialization and this affects the response to the meals. Their food 
satisfaction decreases with increasing age , with the loss of appetite 
and food appeal, dentures, inactivity, dietary restrictions , and loss 
of taste , smell and teeth. Most people in the progra!lls wouldn't bother 
to fix "meals" at home and they do appreciate this service. The meals­
-on-wheels recipients also appreciate the service, but they do need 
socialization. 
In sunnna:ry, dietary studies have these limitations: l )  differences 
in nutritional requirements among individuals, 2) factors such as 
disease, malabsorption, or interference due to drugs or alcohol, 
3 )  the aging process itself with some relatively unknown specific 
nutrient needs, 4) the memory o� the subject or prodding skill of 
researcher, 5) inadequacies of dietary data collection, and 6) the 
incompleteness and perhaps inaccuracy of food tables � 
STUDIES OF NUTRITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND ASSESSMENT 
.Inf'ormation from communities across the nation was collected (40) 
in 1977 to help the Congress in deliberations over the future of 
Title VII which expires September 30, 1978. This current Older 
Americans Act was enacted in 1972. By 1974 all 56 states and 
territories had nutrition programs serving 209,lOh persons on 
Mondays through Fridays. This had increased to an average number of 
about 375,000 by September 1 977, and was budgeted to serve 430,000 
by September 1978. 
This survey was a repeat of the 1975 study, rocusing on problem 
areas -which had been indicated . It was sent to 1, 900 organizations of 
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projects for the elderlr and got 681 responses divided as follows; 360 (of 
1, 000) from Title VII nutrition proj ects including three from South 
Dakota, 213 (of 550) from Title III Area Agencies pn Aging, 36 (of 50) 
:from Title III State Agencies on Aging, and 72 (of 300 } from private 
"meals-on-wheels" projects. 
To response to open-ended questions about their nutrition education 
-program and effectiveness, the general feeling was t�at the program 
needed more funding, more support services , including films, posters , 
and reading material, and more staff. The effectiveness of nutrition 
education was rated from 28 percent to 68 percent effective, with the 
Title VII project directors rating it most effective. Of the three 
groups of Federal respondents, the project directors work c·losest to 
the elderly themselves and 33 percent of this group :felt that 
"nothing will help" since the elderly are resistant to change . More 
support services were desired by 34 percent of this group in an effort 
to reduce the boredom exhibited by many respondents. This feeling 
-'Jna.Y be a reflection of the survey respondent ' s  attitude since it was 
not indicated that meals participants were asked about their own 
attitudes. 
This attitude of disinterest is reflected by the state directors 
of the Agency on A�ing in that only two of the 31 respondents 
specified nutrition education as an area in need of funding for 1978 . 
Currently, less than one percent of the total budget is spent on 
education with about 99 percent of the project directors reporting 
provision for nutrition education. 
In a nationwide Food and Drug Administration Survey ( 41) shoppers 
ages 18 and over were questioned about their food and nutrition 
Jrnowledge, shopping practices, food misinformation , labeling know­
ledge and use. Of those in the survey ov2r 50 years of age, 28 ,7  per­
cent had less than a high school education, 48 . 8  percent had graduated 
:from high school and 2l .4 percent had attended some college. The 
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North Central states provided 28.4 percent of the ·respondents. Slightly 
over three-fourths (76. 5 percent l were female and over half (56. 5 per­
cent } were from the lower socioeconomic bracket . Their self-concept 
of nutrition knowledge did not match well with their actual knowledge 
in that only 27. l percent expected a low nutrition knowledge score 
:and 46.7 percent scored low on the test ; 33.2 percent of those over 
50 rated themselves highly compared with 22. 4  percent who actually 
did score high . Of these people, 41 .3 percent were not well informed 
about food beliefs. 
The younger respondents exhibited better nutrition knowledge 
-scores than did older shoppers and this trend incre�sed with socio­
,economic status, in which the level of education achieved often is an 
important factor. The older shoppers are increasing in their nutrition 
knowledge scores, as conpared to a similar study done by the same group 
(41 ) in 1973 but at a much slower rate with those over 5 0  increasing 
4 percent, compared to a 5 percent increase for those age 35 -49 and a 
14 percent increase for those age i8-34. This increase in knowledge 
·scores may reflect the increase in schooling about nutrition for those 
in the younger age bracket . When nutrition knowledge scores were 
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compared by education level , the increase in scores showed that those 
who had less than a high school education raised their scores by 6 per­
cent , those with high school increased 4 percent, and those who had 
attended some college increased by 13 percent . Those in the higher 
socioeconomic brackets showed more of an increase (ll percent } than 
lD.iddle ( 4 percent) or • low (5  percent 1 brackets. 
Some specific items about which the majority of the respondents 
vere misinformed or uninformed include: 
-milk is a source of Vitamin A which gives healthy skin. 
-beef promotes strong bones and teeth. 
-the value of tomatoes for the body is not widely known. 
-bread is a source of fat and gives strong bones and teeth. 
-added vitamins do not provide as much benefit as those found in 
:food naturally. 
The shoppers were divided about these issues : 
-the correct body weight means a proper diet. 
-eating what you like provides enough nourishment. 
-any £ood sold in a supermarket is good for you. 
�"'O specific changes from 1973 to 1975 are: 
-added vitamins are not as good as natural-TI percent more 
(62 percent ) believe this to be true in 1975 . 
-vegetarians need meat to stay healthy--lO percent (52 percent) 
believe this in 1975. 
�e shoppers were asked about their notice of and use of labeling. 
Fewer people supported or showed interest in labeling in 1975 than in 
1973 s vith a marked decrease in interest in nutrient information and 
increase in interest in recipes or meal planning using the product being 
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sold . However, for all taking part in the survey 1 58 percent noticed 
the labeling and 33 percent used it with about 20 percent indicating 
they would not use the labeling information . The level of comprehension 
for label information was about equally divided , 34 percent under­
standing most, 35 percent some, and 31 percent little of the label 
information . People do appreciate open dating, once they know what 
it means, with an increase in use over the two years of 16 percent , 
totaling 75 .4 percent. 
In a 1978 research project, Grotkowski and Sir:s (37 1 determined 
that thought and attitudes were more influential on dietary behavior 
than knowledge. The main sources of nutrition information used by 
the elderly were television, physicians, magazines ,  and cookbooks. 
There was no significant relat�onship between tele--ision and nutrition 
.knowledge but there was significance with magazines and nutrition 
knowledge. Food labels are not frequently used by the elderly, but 
their use shows a significant relationship with nutrition knowledge 
and attitudes . 
Nutrition knowledge and nutrient intake were not significantly 
-related but nutrition knowledge and calorie intake ere significant 
at the . 06 level and calorie intake was strongly associated with all 
nutrients except Vitamin A. 
The reported socioeconomic status was significantly related to 
more nutrient intakes (calories, protein, fat , and ascorbic acid) 
than any other single variable. 
Grotkowski and Sims [37 } expres sed general cc�cern over 
misinformation and poor, unreliable sources of information . Watkins 
and Mann (ll said that much misinformation originates from faddists 
and advertisers wanting to sell their products . This, they said , 
bombards all people. IT enough people hear the same misinformation 
o:rten enough a..�d loud enough, many will believe through sheer adver­
tising persistance. 
The good programs and services offered to the elderly may be and 
often are rejected. Bild (15 1 reports from his Chicago area study 
that p. percent of those interviewed had heard of the group meals but 
only 12 percent had attended , with an additional 24 percent indicating 
that they might use this service sometime in the future. The elderly 
need to keep intact their own self-esteem and independence , Social 
interaction and human values must be considered if programs for the 
aged are to succeed. The elderly need to be allowed to grow old with 
grace and dignity as well as in some degree of comfort (42 ) . 
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Many elderly feel that surveys and other scientific evaluations 
are an invasion of their privacy. Watkins and Mann (1) express dislike 
�or using the elderly's social, group meal for this purpose. Senior 
citizens have a right to their privacy and a right to anger when their 
privacy is forcibly invaded (4 ) . If there is a sound reason for the 
various questions explainable to the elderly and one which they will 
accept, they are o:ften willing to help. If not, the questions should 
be eliminated or the survey scrapped. The basic reason for any survey 
should be to improve services or to provide help for the known needs 
of those being questioned. 
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.NUTRITION EDUCA'I'ION A.l""ID THE ELDERLY 
Some senior citizens have a view of disinterest and dislike toward 
nutrition education , questioning whether good nutrition will indeed 
make them happier , which can not be honestly answered :for individuals 
(1 ). The elderly sometimes are resistant to change. and usually must be 
convinced that any new way of doing things will be beneficial before 
they are willing to alter their behavior patterns. 
The effectiveness of nutrition education is also hindered by the 
lack of good opportunities . Those who most need it usually will not 
come to advertised nutrition lessions ( 4 } and when subj ected to the 
lessons at a social event, for example a group meal , they are bored 
or irate , and tune out anything that is being said or done . 
In beneficial nutrition education, McLaren (3) identifies five 
steps which are necessary for the elderly , or any persons , to 
accomplish in order for planned change to happen : l )  develop an 
- . 
awareness of the problem; 2) understand that positive results are 
"])ossible ; 3 )  have practical experiences; 4 )  get reinforcement from 
the :teacher and others; and 5 )  repeat the action until a habit is 
developed. 
Nutrition education can contribute to change, but not by 
-moralizing ( 4) .  The elderly need to recognize their own real needs 
and the good dietary practices they do have . T-hey are survivors and 
have done some . things right to attain the age they have reached. 
McLaren (3) related the order of relative effectiveness of types of 
learning experiences to adoption of supplementary feeding practices 
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as taken from the Western Pacific World Health Organization manual. 
They are : l )  direct, purposeful experiences, 2 )  contrived experiences, 
3 }  demonstrations, 4 }  field trips, 5 )  exhibits , 6) television, 7 )  motion 
pictures, 8 1  still pictures , 9. 1  visual symbols, and lO l lectures. 
Kohrs (10 1 found that the elderly need to be better educated about 
the sources of iron ru:id calcium so they would eat more of these foods 
at home. Grotkowski (37 1 said that education about calcium. and 
Vitamin A may improve consumption of foods rich in those nutrients. 
The recognition of the relationship between diet and health may be a 
start towards changing t�e attitudes and diets of the elderly. A 
variety of foods, including reintroduction of foods from earlier 
years, will lead to a better diet for most elderly. 
OBJECTIVES FOR THIS RESEARCH 
Nationally, the elderly know fewer facts about nutrition as 
compared to younger people (41 ). Senior citizens have relatively poor 
diets and many are at nutritional risk. The Congregate Meals Program 
(CMP) provides one low-cost meal a day, five days a week for 
-participants over 60 years of age and their spouses. The meal is 
to pr�vide one-third of the RDA for the elderly. 
Based on these generalities, the questions investigated in three 
eastern South Dakota nutrition sites, with this research are: 
l) What is the contribution of the CMP in the total dietary 
pattern of participants as recorded on a 24-hour dietary 
recall ? 
2. 1-lhat basic knowledge a...�d practices do senior citizens have 
about nutrition, as measured by a questionnaire? 
3 }  Hov is their knowledge level about nutrition changed by 
three lessons in nutrition? 
4 1  What e�fects do age, education, and other demographic 
�actors have on nutrition knowledge as measured on a pretest 
and post test? 
5 1 Do t.hose who took the pretest and post test ·differ from 
those who took only the pretest on characteristics measured 
by a questionnaire? 
6 )  I s  the level of nutrition knowledge reflected i n  their 
dietary pattern? 
7 )  Hov do CMP attendance, age, education, living situation, sex, 
and health affect nutrient intake. 
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Chapter 2 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
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Willing people over age 60 living near three eastern South Dakota 
congregate meals sites and participating in those meals were surveyed 
to evaluate the nutritional adequac� of their diets , to measure the 
contribution of that congregate meal to their daily intake � and to 
assess their level of nutrition knovledge before a...nd after three 
lessons about nutrition. Groups used individual survey instruments 
v.ith personal assistance provided where needed, in which the researcher 
or the participants recorded background and household information, and 
eompleted · a 24-hom; recall, for those who were willing to do so. 
SOURCE OF DA'rA 
The study was conducted with tbe elderly participants of three 
Title VII Congregate Meals Programs (CMP) sites, at Siss eton , Madison, 
and Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 
Sisseton, with the 1970 census �eport of 3, 094 population , is 
located in northeastern South Dakota in an area of high Indian 
concentration. It is the county seat of Roberts County . About 15 per­
cent of the meals participants are Indian. They have had little 
nutrition education -with a general education level of about the 6th 
grade. The average number of CMP participants is about 130 per day (43 ) . 
Madison, with 6, 315 population , is in east central South Dakota and 
is the cou..�ty seat of Lake County . It is also the location of the 
Title VII CMP Nutrition Proj ect Director ' s  office . They average about 
90 participants a day and haye one nutrition lesson a month , They 
have no recorded minorities and 45 percent are recorded as low­
income status C44 ). 
Sioux Falls , with 72,488 population as of 1970, is located in 
southeastern South Dakota and is the largest city in the state. It is 
the county seat of Minnehaha County. The CMP site and the CMP 
Nutrition Project Director ' s  office are in the Senior Citizens Center 
-with many activities for the elderly occuring on a regular basis. 
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This site averages about 150 in winter noon meal attendance, with 
-participants having a wide variety of work and educational backgrounds. 
They have nutrition lessons on a monthly basis ( 45 1 . 
Since this was a study of the dietary intake and the nutritional 
knowledge status of participants in the Congregate Meals Program, all 
elderly in those three sites were eligible , with participation of 
respondents being wholely voluntary , but not representative of the 
entire elderly population of those counties or cities . 
- DEVELOPING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A questionnaire was developed by the researcher based in part on 
those used by Jensen ( 46 1  and Rountree- ( 47), including questions about 
general background information, meal patterns, life satisfaction, meal 
companions, health status, living conditions , shopping practices and 
nutrition. This instrument was first given to nutrition specialists 
�or their suggestions and comments. Af'ter those revisions had been 
made , it was piloted with about 30 elderly persons participating in 
the congregate meal at Brookings , South Dakota. The 24-hour dietary 
recall �so was requested at that time. The survey instrument was 
printed in large type for easier reading . 
The post test included the same nutrition questions as the pre­
test and deleted all other questions. Informatior- about attendance at 
the nutrition lessons and reaction to those lessons was requested 
-with the post test. The content of the questionnaire can be found in 
.Appendix A. 
METHODS OF . DIE"fARY . EVALUATION 
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The objectives of dietary studies usually include one or more of 
the following: 1) to determine diet ary or nutrient intake of one or 
more individuals and to assess the need for appropyiate intervention 
_programs, 2) to determine the need for community nutrition programs 
among various population groups, and 3 )  to evaluate ongoing programs 
.and/or to compare the dietary status of groups rithin a given geographic 
area or wi.th similar groups from other areas ( 48 ) . 
Guthrie (49 ) lists four methods of assessing individual food 
intake. These include the 24-hour recall, the dietary history, food 
intake records , and weighed food records. Each rill be briefly 
described below. 
For the 24-hour recall, the subject is asked to recall and describe 
the kinds and amounts of food consumed within the previous 24 hours. 
Food models, common-sized glasses, cups and bowls, are often used 
among children and the elderly to help describe the foods and amounts 
eaten. Unannounced, this method is quite objective and reduces the 
possibility of the subject modifying his ·rood habits. It also does 
not involve an appreciable memory span so is useful for the elderly. 
In a dietary history, information is obtained on long-term food 
habits . Thi s method often is used in conjunction vith the 24-hour re­
call. Information is  collected on past dietary habits,  such as number 
and types of meals normally eaten, the frequency or s pecific food 
use, food likes and di slikes, and food allergies .. With this method, 
the nutrient intake usually is  estimated lower than other methods. 
The use of written food intake records is inexpensive and 
satisfactory when used to evaluate large groups of literate subjects. 
· The question of what comprises the best number or choice of days 
has not yet been answered with many subj ects losing interest in longer 
periods of t:ime. Recorded dietary intake may be altered, however, 
by the very proces s  of recording. 
When weighed food records are used, all food consumed by the 
- subject must be weighed and corrected for any plate waste . This 
_method is u sed only when a precise individual dietary analysis is 
··required. Normal eatin_g patterns are often disrupted when this 
procedure i s  followed. 
In summation, collecting dietary information �ram. individuals 
can be difficult for variou s reasons : l) direct measurement of food 
� s  feasible only for small groups, 2 )  food records nay cause a person 
to change his normal eating habits, 3) dietary histories are subject 
to memory lapse , and 4 1  although 24-hour recalls may be more objective 
than dietary histories, they suffer because only one day is measured 
(481. 
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When used with the elderly the results are very similar with 
either 7-day or 24-hour dietary recall methods, especially when 
looki_ng at intake of groups nurnbering more than fifty (36 , 34 , 12, 
and 18 ) .  Hendel ( 18) goes on to state that the day of the · week has 
no appreciable effect and that more subj ects gives more precision than 
nmnber of days. 
-Grotkowski and Sims (37 }  asked elderly subj ects to complete a 
three day dietary record. Two-thirds of the subjects lost interest 
af"ter varying parts of that time , yet completing at least one day' s 
recall. Statistically, there was no significant difference in the 
· -diets of those who completed the 3-day recall and those who did not . 
For these reasons the researcher chose the 24-hour dietary recall 
-method as the best one for the purposes of this study. 
COLLECTI_ON OF DATA AND NUTRITION EDUCATION 
The researcher traveled six times to each of the three sites and 
:-met with the people who were at the nutrition site on each day. 
Visits averaged once a week at each site during February and March . 
Initial contacts were made with the assistance of Anne Little, 
dietitian and Frances Redfield from the South Dakota Office of Adult 
.Services and Aging, Pierre, South Dakota. During the first site visit 
the researcher introduced herself and the project, asking for the help 
- and cooperation of all concerned � 
At the second v.lsit to each site, the researcher _again explained 
the purpose of the study and asked for the assistance of the meals 
-participants. They were informed that any information they gave would 
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be kept confidential and would be used only for the study . Many people 
refused to help with the · stu�, the num,bers varying with the site � The 
participants were instructed to write down the foods they had eaten 
beginning after the noon meal the previous day and includi_ng the 
congregate meal for which they were gathered, using common measures 
similar to those on display (e . g . : juice glas s ,  water glas s 1 sauce 
bowl , cereal bowl, etc . l_. The participants spent approximately 30 
minutes filli_ng out the two forms . 
The · third, fourth , and fifth visits involved nutrition lessons  
which were repeated at all three sites .  The first lesson began with 
a chart, duplicated for participants use, entitled "What am I made of? "  
( 50 ) .  This led to a general discussion of the need for fat, carbohy­
drate , and protein , and their selection in the daily diet,  with 
participants naming foods belonging to each category . This was 
followed by discussion of the Basic Four categorization with partic­
ipants taking home some menu-planning material . 
The second les son started with �articipants listing ten of their 
favorite foods, then classifying the food items into the Basic Four 
food groups determined if  their favorite foods would give them a 
balanced meal . For aid in clas sification , they were each given the 
booklet "To Your Health-In Yotlr Second Fifty Years" (51 } and the 
leaflet "Guide to Good Eating" (52 1 .  To reinforce this classification 
and selection method, the partici�ants were given paper sacks con­
taining five or six food models and were asked to trade these food 
models  among themselves until they each had a balanced meal . Some of 
these meals were reviewed by the group with comment s from participant s 
as to why that parti cular meal would or would not be good . 
':11he third lesson began with comparing the body to a car . The 
nutrients were identified as to the specific  body need , spending mo st 
time on vitamins and minerals . Then the eight "leader" nutrients were 
identified as protein, Vitamin A, Vitamin C �  thia.min , riboflavin, 
niacin, calc ium, and iron . These nutrients,  preceded. by calories ,  
are graphically depicted o n  food comparison cards whi ch were dis­
tri_buted among the part icipants for di s cussion and comparis on . Weight 
c ontrol was briefly mentioned and booklet s from the Dairy Council 
were available for those people desiring them . 
The · le s sons usually were given at the completion of  the noon 
meal, with only two exceptions . Each les son lasted 15 to 30 minut es . 
At one site the meals participant s were speci fi cally instructed by 
the site manager to remain seated until the lesson was fini shed . At 
the other two s ites,  the meals participants who felt they had other 
things to do simply got up and left .  This created difficulty in 
seeing and hearing as well as general concentration problems for 
those who remained . 
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The sites varied somewhat in appearance and layout but shared the 
fact that they were difficult in which to give les son s . Two sites were 
large rooms, well-lit, with public address  .systems . The distance 
from front to back of the rooms was such that the elderly could not 
easily see any displays held by the researcher, and the acoustics  
were poor even with the public addres s  system. The other s ite was 
divided into three dimly-lit rooms, one of  which was up 5 steps . The 
researcher· gave the first lesson twice , once on each level . That 
. didn 't appear to work too · well , so for the second and third lessons 
the group congr_ega.ted on the main floo;r- �  During thi s time many left 
for vary�ng reasons . Those who stayed expressed interest in and 
appreciation for . the lesson . 
The · s ixth site visit was spent with those participants who were 
both willing and eligible taking the post test . Eligibility require­
ment s were that they had taken the pretest and had attended at least 
one nutrition lesson ·. 
CODING .AND COMPUTER AUALYSIS 
At the t ime of data collection , the res pondents checked appro­
priate responses  on their individual survey forms . At a later time 
the researcher coded t hi s  information for card punching and computer 
analysi s . 
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Of  280 people participating in the study , 215 c ompleted the pretest, 
146 completed the dietary recall, and 69 answered the post test . 
Looking at it further , 100 people did both the pretest and dietary 
recall , 53 completed both the pretest and post test , and 34 did the 
pretest, dietary recall and post test . The variance in the populat ion 
ntnnbers is explained in part by personal unwillingnes s to  participate 
in given segments of the study , and in part by the p articipants chance 
non-attendance at the meals site  on the dey the researcher was there . 
The Home and Garden Bulletin No. 72 (53 1  was used to code the 24-
hour recalls for analysis . The number assigned for each food was used 
end a decimal to the nearest hqndredth. was listed to show the amount 
eaten as compared to the serving size in the tables. For · foods not 
listed in the table � a similar food was listed or the ingredients of 
a similar recipe were used. 
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The data were punched onto computer cards and processed according 
to information on computer tapes of the Home and Garden Bulletin No . 72. 
Evaluation included -dietary inta.�e of nutrients including protein , 
carbohydrate , calcium, iron , · Vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, 
and Vitamin C ,  as -well as energy . 
The 'Whole day' s intake was examined as was �hat part ingested at 
the CMP site. The amount of dietary intake from the noon meal was 
compared with the amount taken in during the remainder of the day, 
�or the nutrients mentioned previously . Also , the statistical 
techniques of multiple regression and the analysis of variance were 
applied to portions of the collected da.ta. Variables selected for 
-analysis included age, sex , health , living conditions, body size 
(weight for height for sex ),  life happiness , shopping practices, 
education , eating habits, town, and C.MP attitude and participation. 
The Student ' s  t-test -was used to compare the pretest and post test 
scores o:f nutri ti.on knowledge. This was further analyzed by town 
and dietary recall. The pretest scores of those taking the post test 
were compared with the pretest scores of those not taking the post 
test. 




The subjects in this nutrient intake and nutrition education study 
vere from three nutrition sites of the Congregate Meals Program (CMP) 
in eastern South Dakota and were fairly evenly divided from those sites 
for both pretest and post test evaluations (Fig. 2). The average age 
for the 78 men and 137 women was 73.3 ( Fig. 3 }  with mean educational 
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Almost half , 49. 8 percent , of the senior citizens studied live in their 
.homes ( Fig. 5) and well over half , 59. 7 percent , live alone ( Fig . 6) 
vith 90. 7 percent liking their home. They vary in CMP attendance , but 
over a third , 34. 4 percent , indicated that they attend daily ( Fig . 7 ) . 
The same percentage of elderly , 34. 4  percent , prefer CMP meals with 
59. 2 percent saying their "best" meal is at the nutrition site . The 
group was overweight , rating 2 . 5 on a 3 point scale ; fairly healthy , 
as self-indicated at 5. 4 on a scale of ll ; fairly happy with the way 
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Figure 7. Daily CMP Attendance 
By Percentage 
appreciate the CMP sites and program, ranking 7 . 8  of 10 possible 
-points ( Appendix D ) .  
Eating three times a day is most common (72 . 2  percent) with 
65 . 2  percent eating most at noon. One fifth of them eat out once a 
1D.onth , other than CMP attendance, with 12.6 percent eating out daily. 
The survey respondent does most of the food preparation (61. 4 percent) 
and 54. 4 percent say they like to do this, with another 20. 9 percent 
indicating that sometimes they like to prepare food . 
A large maj ority of 89.8 percent of respondents like their meal 
arrangements. Of those surveyed, 70. 0 percent can eat most any food , 
37 
86. 5 percent have a good or excellent appetite and 77. 7 percent have 
good to excellent chewing ability. 
Fif'ty-two percent of the people do not use vi ta.min or mineral 
supplements. Half ( 25 . 6  percent) of those who do are following a 
physicians orders and say that everyone needs to take vi tam.in or 
mineral supplements. nNatural" vitamins are better than synthetic 
vitamins, according to 69 . 3  percent of those surveyed. Taking 
vita.min pills -will make a person strong and healthy, say 3l. 6 percent 
of the elderly, while 4o.8 percent indicate they aye not sure about 
this statement. Forty-four percent of those surveyed felt that 
dietary intake as a youth is an important factor in present health 
status • 
.Using a grocery list is common, a� least part of the time, to 
80 . 9  percent of the senior citizens but very few ( 14. 3 percent) plan 
-weekly menus. While 72 percent of the persons in tbe study have 
heard of nutrition labeling, only 28. 50 percent usually use it. Over 
38 
· a �ourth, 27 percent, do not know what open dating is with 36 . 51 percent 
of the respondents usually using it. 
EVALUATION OF DIETARY INTAKES 
The results of the survey to determine dieta�r intakes of CMP 
participants can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 and in Figures 8, 9, and 
10. The adequacy of the diets, as measured through 24-hour dietary 
recalls, was evaluated according to the Recommended Dietary Allowances 
(RDA ) as revised in 1977 (See Appendix B )  using eight selected 
nutrients and energy. Diets were judged to be excellent if all eight 
TABLE 1 
24-Hour Dietary Intake of Selected Nutrients 
by 146 CMP Participants 
Mean 
Nutrient Intake St . Dev. Min 
Energy , kcal 2144 . 74 637 . 98 826. 30 
Protein , g 80 . 85 29 . 10 31 . 70 
Calcium, mg 1074 . 34 697 . 66 159 . 50 
Iron , mg 13 . 74 5 . 56 5 - 77 
Vitamin A, r .u .  5125 . 34 3519 . 15 1525 . 00 
Thiamin , mg l.07 . 39 0 . 34 
Riboflavin , mg l. 95 1 .04 o . 47 
Niacin , mg 16 . 96 6 .ll 7 . 25 
Ascorbic  acid , mg 94 .05 60 . 05 16 . 50 
39 
.Max 
5779 . 50 
300 . 50 
7253 . 00 
40 . 95 
33 ,865 . 50 
3 . 42 
ll .12 
37 . 49 
319 . 50 
TABLE 2 
Noon Intake of Selected Nutrients by 146 CMP Participants 
Mean 
Nutrient · Intake St . Dev 11 Min Max 
Calories , kcal 1041 . 16 265 . 38 467 . 50 2173 . 60 
Protein , g 40 . 33 8 . 29 16 . 90 65 . 70 
Calcium , mg 456 . 71 160 . 43 88 . 30 946 . 50 
Iron , mg 6 . 41 1 . 64 2 . 35 14 . 11 
Vitamin A ,  I .U.  2650 . 28 1611 . 40 505 . 00 9463 . 00 
Thiamin , mg o . 44 0 . 12 0 . 21 1 . 08 
Riboflavin , mg o . 88 0 . 26 0 . 30 1 . 65 
Niacin , mg 10 . 10 3 . 50 2 . 51 16 . 02. 
Ascorbic Acid , mg 41 . 04 24 . 05 6 . 00 113 . 20 
% RDA Met 
a.t Noon 
52 . 06 
80 . 66 
57 . 09 
64 . 10 
62 . 36 
41 . 90 
67 . 69 
77 . 69 
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Deviati_on of Dietary Intake at Noon . 
41 
42 
nutrients plus energy- were at levels of 70 percent RDA or more ; 
rated good if one or more nutrients was between 50 and 70 percent of 
RDA levels and poor if one or more nutrients fell below 50 percent RDA . 
The computer was programmed to allow for sex differences. in RDA 
adequacy levels. 
The mean intakes of energy and eight nutrients for the sample 
population can be seen in Table 1 and 2. The all day mean intakes 
vere excellent for all nutrients except thiamin which was low for men. 
The percentage of intakes at noon, required to be at one-third RDA , 
ranged from 41 . 90 percent RDA for thiamin to a high of 91. 20 percent 
for ascorbic acid. Figure 8 shows the mean percentage of daily 
nutrient intake obtained from the noon CMP meal. This gives an overall 
-average of the means of daily intake at 51. 9 percent from the noon CMP 
meal which is intended to provide only a third of the daily intake . 
The percentage of elderly people who are at four nutrient RDA 
intake levels in their daily dietary inta_ke are sho1m in Figure 9. 
Over one-third (34 percent) of the elderly in this study are getting 
1es s  than 70 percent RDA for tbiamin, with the percentage increasing 
to 41 when examining Vitamin A intake and only 23 percent when 
surveying calcium (Figure 9). These three nutrients, when examined 
by intake percentage of RDA ingested at noon, indicate that there is 
a relationship. Fifty-four percent of the elderly had noon intakes of 
less than 30 percent RDA for Vitamin A, 58 percent got less than 30 
percent RDA for thiamin, and 24 percent of the elderly ingested less 
than 30 percent RDA for calcium at noon (Figure 10 ) .  
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Of the 146 dietary recalls which were analyzei, 32. 9 percent rate 
an excellent diet, 24 percent rate a good diet and 43. 2 percent rate a 
poor diet (Figure ll ). When further examined ,  vorr.en generally eat 
better than men (Figure 12) ,  and those in the older age brackets have 
declining numbers of good and excellent diets ( Figure 13) .  
' When comparing living situations by diet quality (Figure 14), 
62. 5  percent of those vho have an excellent diet live alone while 
47 
45. 4 percent of those -who have a poor diet live alone. For those who 
.are living vi.th a spouse , the reverse trend is true, with 54. 5 percent 
having a poor diet being married and 29. 2  percent of those having an 
excellent diet being married. Those -who attend the CMP meals regularly 
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50 
· NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE 
The nutrition knowledge section of the pretest (see Appendix A) 
were those items numbered 30-64, (items 33 , 38 � 45, 52, 59, 63 , 64 
were omitted. because of unclear language, typographical errors, or 
general misunderstanding on the part of the elderly ) .  This left 28 
items which were divided into knowledge sub-areas. Table 3 lists 
these areas for both the pre- and post tests as well as the percentage 
o:f people responding correctly, incorrectly or who said they did not 
know the correct response. The post test was taken after the three 
� nutrition lessons were given. The mean score :for all 215 participants 
on the pretest was 14.1, with a standard error o:f 0. 47. The mean post 
test score :for 53 persons was 15. 6, with a standard error of 0.99 . 
Individual change in scores is depicted in Figure 16, showing that 
51 
54 . 2  percent (26) of those surveyed stayed within three points of their 
original score and 43.7 percent (21) gained :four or more points . The 
mean of those selecting correct responses to the same question on both 
the pretest and post test is 40. 1 percent of 53 elderly, which an 
additional 17 . 9  percent selecting correct responses on the post test after 
missing the item on the pretest. 
Specific items of interest from Table 3 are : 1 }  the body's need 
:for ascorbic acid was correctly identified by only 14. 9 percent of 
those surveyed with .19.4 percent thinking it is :for good bowel movements; 
2 1  52 .8  percent thought gelatin is a good source of protein; 3) 39 percent 
believe that dry cereals provide mainly empty calories ; 4) 61. 5 percent 
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Vitamin 46 
Pi lls  62 
'l'A!L! 3 
Analy1t1 of 1'utrttton knowledge Itea fte1ponee on Pretest an4 Poet '!'eat and Change ta Scores 
Pretest n•21� 
% � 
Nutrition Knowledge Correct Do not 
Preteot gue!ltions ResEonoe Know 
Need milk even i f  eating many 86 .o  7 . 7  
vegetahleo . 
Correct calc ium BQUrce 71,6 12 .2 
Use in body 72 , 0  23. 3 
Source in d !f!t 62. 1  13 . 4 
Cure!l colds 31 . 2  39 . 2  
Dietary source 79 . 0  13 , 5 
BcAy need 1 1i .2 h 8 , 3  
Borly need 66 . 7  19 , 2  
Gelatin  good source n . 4  35 . 8  
Di elllr:t'. Source 68,I 1 1 . 1  
Ba.sic four 73 , 0  1 , 9  
Reducing d i e t  vi th bread • 57 , 4 16 . 4  
pot&.t.oes 
Lo-w-calode meals for dieting 85 . 6  11 , 2  
Se.t i e tr 1111! ans balance!,! diet 4812 1oi1 
Frozen orange j uice has leas 31 . 8  1(). 3 
quali ty t.ha.n freeh 
Whole em I n.�..t.h.G.n white bread ae,s 111 .2 
Eut ins a vuri ety of foods is best 8 . 2  ).5 , 3  
Dry cereals provide empty calorie• 23 , 0  38 , 0  
Vi tam i ns and minerals have calories 42 , 9  30. 4  
Cal orl e dt:fin i t ion 62 . 1  29 , 5  
Nut r ient with most cclories 37 . 4 32 . 6  
Dletp.ry oource of' carbohydratea 38 . 3  31 . 6  
B1, J r i , .c l 1  � 1. Vf.fU atn:n1!th l1 J .  3 30 . 11 
Mllretn- !ne hlls fewer calories 2h , o  14 . 5  
thttn butter 
White e� s better than brovn 73.6 16 .6  
Everyone needs them 10 ,2  32. 
Pills  "ill  make you strong , healthy 27.6  40, 8 
Natural vi tamin.s better than 5 . 8  l� . 4  
syntheti c  
Post teat n•�2 
� % 
Correct Do not 
Res�onse Know 
96 . 7  1 , 4  
78 ,1 4 , 9  
81 . 9  14 . 7  
78 .7 8 . 2  
51 ,6 18 . 3  
80 . 0  13 . 3 
38 , 6  24 ,2 
90 . 0  6. 7 
12 , 7 23 . 8 
66 . 1  9 . 7  
80 . 6  11 . 8  
611 . 4  6 , 8  
88 . 5  8 . 2  
61 .1 1 1 .1 
50 . 8  8 . 2  
83,� 6,5 
90 , 4 . ·r 
30 , 0  26 . 7  
61 , 0  16 , 9  
81 . 0  10 , 3 
63. 0  16 . 6  
56 , 7  16 . 7  
53 . 3 1 3 . 3 
25 . 8  8 . l  
13·. 1  
12 . 5  
8 . 6  
1 , 6  
Ch&nge i n  Scores 
n:11�3 
J right both i I '  
Ere/Eost test !mproved 
75 . 5  11 . 3  
�6 . 6  12, 1  
56 , 6  20 . 8  
11 9 , 1  20 . 8  
2�.4 24. 5  
6o . 4  9 , 4  
T .5 24 , 5 
56,6 24, 5  
5 , 7  9 , 4 
52 . 8  11 . 3  
67 , 9  9 ,4 
37 , 7  22 . 6  
64 . 2  13 , 2  
�111 17. 0 
11 . 0  30 , 2  
66,0 �·i 79 , 2  9 . 
15 , 1  13 , 2  
34 . o  20 . 8  
39 . 6  32 . 1 
37 , 7  22 . 6  
22 .6  24 . 5  
30 . 2  20 . 8  
' 13 , 2  13 , 2  
2 . 8  
39 , 
20. 8 16 .9  
o .o  11 . 3  
% 
Worsenet 
5 . 7  
�-1 
5 , 7  
17 . 0  
1 . 9 
11 . 3  
7 . 5 
7 , 5 
7 , 5 
7 . 5 
9 ,4 
17 . 0  
1 3 , 2  
7.s 
7 , 5  
121! 
7 . 5  
1 3 , 2  
7 , 5 
5 , 7  
17 . 0  
5 , 7 
1 1 . 3  
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of those surveyed , 56. 7 percent, either do not know or think that 
spinach gi ve.s strength. Almost half of the people ( 45. 6 percent ) want 
to know which foods are good for a person. Only six percent of those 
surveyed asked for any specific topic . for nutrition lessons. Re�pondents 
could mark as many or few ite.rns as they desired in this section of the 
survey, with a mean of 73. 2 percent of the participants not selecting 
any topics. If the pre�est scores were graded , they would be distributed 
as shown in Table 4, which also compares the pretest scores by diet 
TABLE 4 
Pretest Knowledge Scores By Diet Quality 
Scores in Excellent Good Poor 
J)ercent correct Grade n=48 n=35  n=l2 
90 - 1 00% A 4 . 2% 
( 2) 
80 - 89% B 8. 3% 2.9% 25% 
( 4 ) ( l )  (3) 
70 - 79% C 8. 3% 8.6% 
( 4 ) (:·3) 
60 - 69% D 22. 9% 11. 4% 16.7% 
( ll )  ( 4 )  ( 2 ) 
50 - 59% F 10.4% 5. 8% 16.7% 
(15 ) ( 2 ) ( 2 ) 
below 49% 4 5. 9% 71. 3% 41.6% 
( 22 )  ( 2 5 ) ( 5 )  
quality. The largest percentage (but not the greatest number) of scores 
f'or those getting 80-100 percent of the test items correct fall into the 
poor diet category. These people apparently are not using their 
nutrition knowledge in selecting their daily diets. 
�NTERRELATIONSHIPS 
· • - . Chan5e ln Scores. Analysis of variance was used to determine any 
significant relationship between change in scores and sex, education 
ievel , and age of participants. The best single factor is education, 
signi ficant at p = 0. 166 and the most important coTibination is age and 
sex , p = O.l28. These were not statistictlly significant. 
55 
The use of analysis of variance showed no significant differences in 
..analyzing nutrition knowledge scores by lessons attended. While it was 
hoped that nutrition lessons would improve knowledge in this area, it was 
felt that three lessons were not enough to cause much change and since the 
group changed each week it was difficult to draw conclusions on the effect 
the number of lessons attended had on the post test knowledge score. 
Response to Nutrition Education by Diet Quality. The responses to 
_ nutrition education, as recorded on post test items eight through four­
teen, were cross-tabulated with diet quality. Respondents were asked to 
mark as many items as they felt might apply to the�. Results depicted in 
Figure 17 show a general picture of those persons 'W"i.th excellent diets 
wanting to improve their diets and those with poor quality diets planning 
few changes. 
Differences :Setween Pre and Post Test Takers. Since there was a large 
difference between the numbers of those who took the pretest (21 5) and 
those who also took the post test (53 1 it seemed i?:portant to check on 
any differences between the two groups. The mean pretest score of each 
group differed by 0.1087, which was not significanv. Discriminant 
T - Total percent response to item 
E - Excellent diet 
G - Good diet n = 19 
P - Poor diet 55 
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57 
analysis of all factors known from the survey abo�t these people did not 
show any signi:fi':!am; or :i.nteresting di:fferences. Among many factors that 
may be influential, the main di:fferences would ·appear to be attitude or 
chance non-attendance . 
Multiple Regression , Nutrients by . Independent Variables. The depen­
dent variables of calorie iutake and intake of the eight selected nutrients 
vere analyzed using step-wise multiple regression by the independent 
-variables described in Appendix D (pretest knowledge scores, town, life 
happiness, size, health, living conditions, CMP attitude and participation, 
shopping habits, age living situation, :food habits, education ) .  The 
equations are summarized on Tables 5-13 . There are signi:ficant (p = .05) 
-equations predicting caloric intake, as well as iron, Vitamin A, niacin 
�nd ascorbic acid intake . 
Pretest knowledge scores and towns A and B are significant predictors 
of calorie intake at the . 05 level and these three �actors explain 20. 90 
percent of the variance in calorie intake (Table 5). 
The town and pretest knowledge scores predict 13.33 percent iron in­
take at the .05 level o:f signi:ficance as seen in Table 8. Two towns 
explain 31.45 percent o:f the variance in  predicted Vitamin A intake, which 
is significant at the . Ol level, shown on Table 9. Also signi ficant at 
the .01 level is the equation predicting 23. 94 percent of niacin intake 
(Table 12 ) ,  which claims town and pretest knowledge scores as independent 
variables. 
As shown in Table 13, Vita.min C intake can be predicted at the .001 
level using town and pretest knowledge score, and at the . 05 level when 
the living situation is added, explaining 25.21 percent and 28. 98 percent 
TABLE 5 
Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Calorie Intake , as Percent of- RDA 
Independent 
Variables 








R2 in % 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
; p = . 001 
n = 95 
Eq . 1 Eq . 2* Eq . 3* 
1 . 71 1 . 25 1 . 11 
-11 . 46 -10 . 04 
-13 . 4 3 
85 . 90 124 . 36 128 .  34 
11 . 90 17 . 11 20 . 90 
Caloric Intake 
Eq . 4 Eq . 5 Eq . b Eq . 7 
o . 88 0 . 91 0 . 82 0 . 87 
-9 - 93 -8 . 59 -9 - 99 -10 . 22 
... 13 . 98 -13 .  62 -12 . 57 -11 . 05 
. 96 1 . 18 1 . 67 1 . 92 
-5 . 86 -6 . 55 -6 . 78 
-2 . 58 -2 . 68 
-0 . 87 
109 . 44 114 . 86 124 . 07 122 . 22 
21 . 82 22·. 86 24 . 07 25 . 19 
TABLE 6 
Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Protein Intake , as Percent of RDA 
Independent Protein Intake 
Variables . Eq .  1 Eq . 2 Eq . 3 Eq . 4 'Eq . 5 Eq . 6 Eq . 7 
Pretest kno¥tledge · ·score 2 . 19 2 . 00 1 . 70 1 . 74 1 . 46 1 . 98 1 . 99 
Age -6 . 29 -6 . 47 -7 . 38 -8 . 29 -8 . 66 -9 . 4 5 
Town C -23 . 69 -20 . 99 -19 . 80 -20 . 25 -21 . 97 
S i ze -11 . 43 -12 .91 -12 . 4 5 -12 . 64 
Food he.bits 1 . 94 2 . 71 2 . 66 
Shopping habits -2 . 54 -2 . 34 
Living condit ions -0 . 11 
Constant 139 . 07 161 . 38 170 , 33 200 . 59 174 . 81 176 .99 183 . 14 
R2 in % 5 . 88 8 . 74 10 . 98 12 . 24 13 . 13 14 . 21 14 . 69 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
; p = . 001 









Life Happines s 
Eq . 1 
-23 . 08 
Eq . 2 
-19 . 74 
4 . 41 





R2 in % 
* P = . 05 
+ P = . 01 
; p = . 001 
n = 95 
198 . 77 108 . 02 
2 , 85 4 , 87 
Calcium Intake 
Eq. 3 
-21 , 88 
9 . 37 
-6 . 83 
177 . 50 
8 , 73 
Eq . 4 
-22 , 91 
16 . 24 
-7 . 87 
-15 . 80 
208 . 06 
12 . 18 
Eq . 5 
-23 . 76 
16 . 37 
-8 . 69 
-13 . 04 
-7. 05 
226 . 12 
13 , 34 
Eq . b 
-19 . 98 
16 . 74 
-8 . 13 
-13 . 60 
-8 . 23 
-17 . 91 
248 . 80 
14 . 42 
Eq . 7 
-20 . 83 
17 . 63 
-6 . 92 
-17 . 91 
-9 . 32 
-20 . 02 
-0 . 30 
263 . 46 




Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Iron Intake , as Percent RDA 
Independent 
Variables 








R2 in % 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
:f: p = . 001 
n = 95 
Eq . 1 Eq . 2* 
2 . 62 2 . 28 
-23 . 39 
100 . 09 115 . 36 
9 . 39 13 . 33 
Iron Intake 
Eq . 3 Eq. 4 Eq.  5 Eq . 6 Eq . 7 
2 . 14 1 . 99 2 . 00 1 . 72 1 . 56 
-25 . 11 -27 . 08 -26 . 17 -25 . 60 -24 . 64 
4 . 65 5 . 19 5 . 01 2 . 93 3 . 29 
-4 . 42 -5 . 08 -5 . 96 - 5 . 92 
-8 . 75 -10 . 66 -10 . 82 
2 . 32 2 . 30 
2 . 96 
92 . 77 106 . 98 131 . 05 110 . 61 102 . 48 




Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Vitamin A Intake , as Percent of RDA 
Independent 
Variables Eq. 1 
Town B -47 . 55 
Town A 
Pretest knowledge score 
Living conditions 
Education 
S i ze 
CMP attitude and participation 
Constant 
R2 in % 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
; p = . 001 
n = 95 
122 . 53 
25 . 72 
Eq . 2+ 
-52 . 25 
15. 99 
79 . 27 
31 . 45 
Vita.min A Intake 
Eq . 3 Eq . 4 
-50 . 46 -47 . 17 
19 . 41 18 . 89 
1 . 05 1. 26 
-0 . 18 
55 . 18 59 . 34 
33 . 37 35 , 89 
Eq . 5 Ecj_ . 6 
�48 . 54 -47 , 91 
18 . 49 20 . 12 
1 . 48 1 . 56 
-0 . 18 -0 . 18 
-4 . 35 -4. 18 
-7. 18 
70 . 78 82 . 09 
37 . 32 38 . 15 
Eq . 7 
-48 . 82 
19 . 35 
1 . 57 
-0 . 21 
-4 . 31 
-1 . 06 
-2 . 22 
103 , 99 
38 . 71 
O'\ w 
TABLE 10 
Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Thiamin Intake , as Percent of  RDA 
Independent Thiamin Intake � --�----·-
Varlables Eq . 1 Eq . 2 Eq . 3 Eq . 4 Eq . 5 Eq . 6 Eq; 7 
Pretest knowledge · score 1 . 54 1 . 92 1 . 87 1 . 82 1 . 86 1 . 69 1 . 63 
Food habits -1 . 51 -1 . 93 -2 . 05 -1 . 89 -1 . 65 -1 . 5 5  
Shopping habits 1 . 09 1 . 33 1 . 29 2 . 67 3 . 03 
Age -1 . 72 -2 . 31 -1 . 82 -2 . 40 
Living conditions -0 . 83 -0 . 12 -0 . 13 
CMP attitude and participation -3 . 65 -4 . 15 
Size -6 . 69 
Constant 76 . 18 84 . 88 69. 23 72 . 08 75 . 93 80 . 66 96 . 89 
R2 in % 9 . 34 10 .72 11 . 57 12 . 21 13 . 19 14 . 29 15 . 63 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
+ p = . 001 




Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Riboflavin Intake , as Percent RDA 
Independent Riboflavin Intake 
Variables Eq. 1 Eq. 2 Eq . 3 Eq . 4 Eq. 5 Eq . 6 Eq . 7 
Pretest knowledge score 2 . 20 2 . 24 3. 16 2 . 96 2 . 70 2 . 81 2 . 40 
S ize -17 . 42 -16 . 02 -17 . 37 -22. 39 -23. 33 -25 . 05 
Shopping habits -3 . 68 -5 .49 -5 . 95 -5 . 42 -4 .85 
Food habits 4 . 71 5 . 89 5 . 81 9 . 06 
Age -8 . 19 -10 . 20 -9 . 24 
Living conditions -0 . 27 -0 . 36 
CMP attitude and participation -8 . 51 
Constant 116. 25 158 . 89 176 . 72 112 . 32 136 . 63 151. 45 166 . 49 
R2 in % 3 . 35 5 . 24 6 . 73 9 . 61 12 . 09 14 . 01 15 . 09 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
:f: p = . 001 




Unstandardized Multiple Regression Equations for Estimating Daily Niacin Intake , as Percent of RDA 
Independent 
Variables Eq . 1 
Town B 38 . 76 





CMP attitude - and participation 
Constant 
R2 in % 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
; p = . 001 
n = 95 
117 . 5 5 
16 . 41 
Eq . 2+ Eq . 3 
44 . 06 46 . 16 
1 . 98 1 . 68 
5 . 89 
89 . 45 75 . 84 
23 . 94 26 . 47 
Niacin Intake 
Eq . 4 . Eq. 5 Eq . 6 Eq . 7 . 
47 . 29 46 . 74 46 . 06 47 . 36 
1 . 71 1 . 43 1 . 47 1 . 59 
6 . 05 5 . 93 5 . 49 5 . 41 
-8 . 44 -9 . 69 -9 . 96 -9 . 52 
1 . 20 2 . 34 2 . 37 
-2 . 03 -2 . 92 
2 . 05 
95 . 42 75 . 47 88 . 90 84 . 68 















R2 in % 
* p = . 05 
+ p = . 01 
:J: p = . 001 
n = 95 
Eq . 1 Eq . 2:t: Eq . 3* 
64 . 0l 91 . 76 92 . 38 
7 . 90 8 . 21 
16 . 93 
19 . 16 �161 . 87 -206 . 56 
11. 67 25 . 21 28 . 98 
Ascorbic Ac id Intake 
Eq . 4 Eq . 5 Eq . b Eq.  7 
94 . 09 92 . 20 91 . 11 88 . 25 
7 . 51 5 . 73 6 . 03 5 . 98 
17 . 34 15 . 87 16 . 57 16 . 56 
13 . 67 14 . 99 16 . 18 1 5 . 99 
6 . 41 9 . 60 9 . 69 
-5 . 14 -5 . 62 
11 . 96 
· ��41 . 73 -271 . 42 -189 . 36 -199 . 78 




of the variance re�pectively , �own is so impo�t ant and often negative 
in these eqtlations  dtle to the · i.mJ?a,ct of the meal at the nutrition s ite 
bei_ng a. comiqon · ;t"acto;r within each subgroup , providing each person with 
approximately half the same nutrients as a third o f  the total group . 
Kowever, if  the people ha� given 24-hour dietary recalls using different 
CMP meals , town would dimini sh as a factor in analys i s . 
Analysi s  · or · vari ance , Nutrient Intake and Independent Variables . 
Table 14 shows the pretest knowledge score , health index and calorie 
and selected nutrient intakes as analyzed by the independent variables 
sex , education , age , CMP attendance , and living s ituat ion , and by 
their interactions . Signi fi cance at p< . 05 i s  shown in the analysis  
of variance o f  pretest knowledge scores for living s ituation , 
as  depi cted in Figure 18 ; with near s ignificance observed in 
.Figure 19 between education level and pretest knowledge s cores . 
The highest pretest scores occurred with those who graduated from 
high school . 
Living situation is  highly significant (p< . 001 ) for iron 
intake , with the means ranging from 69 . 338 for living with another 
relative to 327 . 275 if  living with a non-relative . Living alone 
rates 118 . 835 and living with a spouse raises it to 165 . 833 . Iron 
intake is also  s igni ficant (p< . 05 )  when determined by CMP attendance, 
with four t imes a week haying the largest mean . Vitamin A 
intake nears simiificance by living situation with analysis  of 
variance � with those living alone at 94. 807 percent RDA intake 






Sex x education 
Sex x age 
Sex x CMP attendance 





Living si tuat ion 
Sex Y. educat ion 
Sex x r,.rr,r: 
Sex x CMP attendance 
Sex x living situation 
D.F .  (40) • , 05 
+ . 01 
TABLE 14 
. . 
Burumary or Independent Variables By Diet· Qu&lity In Least-Squares An&lysia ot Variance 
Pretest Health Calorieo Protein Calcium 
Mean Mean Menn Mean Mean 
D,F,  Squares F-Teet Squa.rea 1"-Test Squares P'-Test . Sqnnres F-Teet Squares F-Test 
1 .  43  33 , 751 0 . 963 0 . 257 0 . 105 299!i . 122 3 . 956x 15A . 5h4  o .  089 385 3 .  695 1 . 074  
5 ,  4 3 77 . 890 2 . 223x 3 , 836 1 . 563  446 . 639 0 , 590 325 . 205 O. 183 2015 . 359 0 . 562 
5 , 4 3 35 . 514 1 . 013 o , 7h9 0 , 305 1034 . 811 1 , 367 2756 . 328 1. 5 52 3602 . 1!1 4 1 . ooli 




154 , 883 
1578 . 570 
3077 . 649  
6 316 . 364 
3, 4 3  95 . 882 2 . 736• 0 . 10h 0 . 01�2 1752 . 621 2 . 315 2616 . 014 1 . 4 73  4742 . 637 1 . 322 17562 . 549  
4 ,  4 3  3 4 . on 0 . 971 2 . h99 1 . 018 400 . 4 33 0 . 529 608 . 312 0 . 342 653 . 020 0 . 182 2309 . 198 
5 , 4 3 10 , 199 0 . 291 1 . 523 0 . 620 1107 . 976 1 . 464 533 . 684 0 . 300 3856 . 000 1 . 075 3785 , 868 
4 ,  4 3  2 5 , 707 0 . 734 2 . 664 1 . 086 1030 . 006 1 . 361 2555 . •  195 1 .  4 39 5060 . 209 1 . 411 1298 . 838 
2 ,  4 3 2 . 706 0 . 077 1 . 621 0 . 660 785 . 767 1 . 038 1313 . 910 O. 740 3675 . 314 1 , 025  656 . 74 0  
Vitamin A Thia.min Hiboflo.vin Niacin Ascorbic Ac id 
1,  4 3 2377 . l 1 l1 7  1 . 237 827 . 962 1 . 000 6 . 540  0 . 002 15!� 1 . 28l1 0 . 781 696 . 309 0 , 037 
5 , 43 716 . 165 0 . 37 3  97 , 957 0 . 118 1188 . 2112 0 . 1�21 1 l163 . 589 o. 741 2116 . 256 0 . 111 
5 ,  43 1872 . 822 0 , 975  251 . 039 0 . 303 2124 . 11 04 o . 7G4 1587 . 4 38 0 . 804 7 !nh . 118 0 . 389 
4 ,  43 1837 . 195 0 . 956 199 .  3'(4 0 . 2 41  104 7 . 095 o . 3·r6 3'(04 . 178 1. 876 107li . 310 0 . 056 
3. 4 3  5223 . 1� 66 2 , 7 10 x 1056 , 947 1 . 277 11 846 . 999 1 . 'rh2 696 . 396 0 . 353  141i 90 . 8h6 0 . 761 
Ii , 43 28,6 .  135  1 . li 'f6 5rt . 357 o . 6?.5 8?� . 671 0 . 2fl6 1869 . 9·78 o . �1 1 t 7  . 096 . 902 o . oh 7  
(i ' 11 3 ?0'..i , G3� o ,  11 '(1 311 . Bl.'7 . 0 , 3T( 203'{ , 0?5 1 . 020 2608 . Jh 4  
.1 .  321 111000 . 081 o . 7 ho  
1 ,  4 3  35611 . 628 ·1 . 85� 59d . 605 0 .723 3061 . 614 l . 101 134 3 , l483 0 . 680 4260 . 825 0 . 22 4  
2 ,  4 3  2238 , 952 1 . 165 183 . 672 0 . 222 1565 . 682 0 . 563 4 3l1 , 65 3  0 . 220 32919 . 651  1 . 729 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 . 08 3 .23 2 . 84 2 . 61 2 , 45 F - values for significance 
7 , 31 5 . 18 4 . 31 3 . 83 3 , 51  x - near significance 
+ . 001 12 . 61 8 . 25 6 . 60 5 . 70 5 . 13 
F-Test 
0 . 07 5  
0 . 161 
1 . 484 
3 .  04 5• 
8 . 4 67+ 
1 . 113  
1 . 825 
0 . 626 
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Overall the data indicated that there are few significant or strong 
relationships between sex, education, age, or CMP attendance and pretest 
--knowledge scores, self-�ated health , and nutrient intakes ; but that there 
do seem to be some differences in the-diets of those who live alone, 
-vi.th a spouse , other relative or non-relative. 
Chapter 4 
.DISCUSSI0M MID SUMMARY 
CONTRIBUTION OF CMP IN DIETA..11Y INTAKE 
To summary , while most people are meeting RDA levels of the eight 
selected nutrients (protein , calcium , iron , Vita.min A ,  thiamin , 
-riboflavin , niacin and, ascorbic acid ) and energy , there are people 
who are not having these needs met . According to the 24-hour dietary 
recall nineteen percent of the elderly ingest less than 70 percent 
of the RDA for calories , but since the average body size is slightly 
over-weight at 2.5 on a 3-point scale (Appendix C) , this may be due to 
underreporting. Protein and iron are not problem areas , with only one 
-an� five percent of the elderly reporting less than 70  percent RDA 
1evels in each area • 
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. Ascorbic acid , niacin , and riboflavin needs are relatively well 
- "'1'u.lfilled too; with only 10. 6 ,  ll , and 12 percent , respectively, of the 
-,elderly reporting intakes of less than 70 percent RDA. 
-13a.sed on these data, the problem areas are 1)  calcium, with 
2 3  percent consuming less than 70 percent RDA , 2 )  thiamin , with 
34 percent below 70 percent RDA, and 3) Vitamin A ,  vith 41 percent 
of the participants in the danger zone. People should be educated to 
-eat well other than when at CMP meals , but often their attitude is 
"this one good meal will take care of my nutritional needs. " 
The CMP · meals are attractively prepared and tasty , sound nutrition­
ally, and provide the required one-third RDA nutrient levels or more. 
- Those people who have low intakes of specific nutrients apparently 
do not eat much , or perhaps consume few of the "right" foods when 
.away �rom the nutrition site , 
On the days of the 24-hour dietary recall the C:MP meal provided 
58 percent of the people with less than 30 percent RDA for thiamin , 
54 �ercent of participants with less than 30 percent RDA for Vitamin A, 
and 24 percent of the elderly with less than 30 percent for calcium. 
Should the CMP be required to raise the amounts of nutrients provided? 
Probably the continued nutrition education is a better answer . 
NUTRITIOU KNOWLEDGE 2 PRACTICES , AHD DIETARY P ATTEP�:S 
The nutrition educational level seems to be fairly well reflected 
in the dietary patterns of the elderly� Over half . ( 60.5 percent) of 
those getting 50 percent or more of the test items correct on the pre­
-test also had an excellent diet, 23. 2 percent a good diet, and 16.3 
percent a poor diet. However, those who got belov 50 percent of the 
test items correct ( 54.7 percent of the respondents) were divided by 
diet quality into 42.3 percent excellent diet, 48. 1  percent good and 
9. 6 percent poor diets. A higher percentage of those rating more than 
50 percent on the pretest had a poor diet than those rating less than 
50 percent on the same nutrition knowledge score. While there was no 
distinct demarcation and no statistical significance between nutrition 
knowledge and good eating habits, it would be hoped that more knowledge 
-would lead to better diets. No strong relationship was found in this 
study·. Whether it is worth antagonizing those who are uninterested 
in nutrition lessons on the chance that they will indeed learn 
about nutrition remains to be seen . Those who have "eaten this 
way all my life and never been sick a day in my li�e, so I don't need 
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nutrition lessons" may indeed not need the lessons. Some people have 
been raised with good dietary habits , not understanding details of 
�which nutrient does what , where , or how , but they do care about the 
-:food they ingest .. 
Some people with low nutrition knowledge scores also have poor 
diets , and do not care. It is too much effort to change or to fix 
meal.s on a regular basis ,. Many of the people with this attitude did 
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not participate in this study . It would be interesting to do a random­
survey o f  older Americans to determine their true attitude toward 
nutrition education and how this education has affected dietary patterns • 
.This study did not attempt to determine if increased nutrition 
knowledge would improve dietary habits. Information of this nature is 
needed , but should involve more lessons about nutrition and be designed 
as a longitudinal study over a time span of at least six months to a 
year with a dietary recall taken at three-month intervals to see if a 
pattern is developing. 
VARIANCE ru NUMBERS 
There were several differences between the n1mbers of people 
participating in various parts of the study and in the files used for 
tabulating given parts of the computerized results. This is explained 
in part by personal attitudes of respondents , chance non-attendance , 
incomplete survey forms , computer files lacking one of the three 
major forms (pretest , post test, or dietary recall ) ,  and analytical 
requirements of the statistical methods being used. However , insofar 
as is possible � the data reflect a true picture of the CMP participants 
vho vere willing to be suryeyed. 
:-COMMENTS FROA PARTICIPANTS 
Many comments were heard during the process of researcher­
participant interaction . Some of these are included below. 
''I eat what is served , all of it. " (This was heard several times . )  
1'Is  this another - government paper? That · ___ government wants 
·to know everything . Well, I'm not going to do this . You don ' t need 
to know what I eat. ,, (Several considered this study an invasion of 
their privacy.) 
"It ' s immaterial. " (This was in response to question 35, 'Should 
you drink milk even if you eat lots of vegetables?') 
"All these questions, do I have to answer them? I only went to 
school through fourth grade. " 
1'I -want my money back. The meal wasn ' t  worth it and the lesson 
-wasted my time. " (Only one person said this. ) 
. "They really have good food here. " (This was repeated many times 
at each site.) 
"I 'm healthy enough anyway. " 
"No, thanks. I have enough booklets. I ' m  really not interested. " 
(This va.s repeated in some form several times. } 
1'I can ' t  afford to eat that way. " (This was heard of'ten. } 
"You know that milk is bad for everyone, don ' t you? I heard this 
doctor talking on TV. Especially if the milk is pasteurized and 
homogenized. " 
"I 'm weaned, I don't need my milk . "  
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"Arthritis is caused by eating too much grapefruit and oranges." 
"A tablespoon of vinegar in a glass of distilled water each 
-morning keeps me healthy. It kills the germs and cleans out the 
bad stuff from my system. I haven't seen a doctor in 35 years ! "  
��Doctors will tell :you that you don ' t need calcium after you 
become adult. Calcium is the cause for artheritis , hardening of the 
.arteries and heart attacks. It keeps building up in your system and 
you can't get rid of it. " 
"Mom, do you always have to teach to old people? Why don't you 
teach to young people? We need to know this and we have lots longer 
to live. " (This was said by a seven year old girl. ) 
SUMMARY/CONCLUSION 
Interested CMP participants from three eastern South Dakota 
Title VII nutrition sites were the source of data to determine one 
day ' s  nutrient intake and the effect of nutrition education. 
Demographic factors, quality of life, living situation, and health 
status were analyzed to determine their effect on nutrient intake 
and level of nutrition knowledge. Six visits were made to each site, 
vi.th a total of 215 persons responding on the pretest, 180 completing 
a 24-hour dietary recall, and 69 finishing the post test. The 
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variation in numbers was explained by attitude and chance CMP non­
attendance on a particular day. All da.ta collected and valid was used 
in various method of statistical analysis. Visitations at each of the 
three sites followed a similar pattern; visit l )  introduction . 2 )  survey­
pretest and 24-hour dietary recall, 3-5 ) nutrition lessons, and 
6 )  post test '! 
Results indicate that participants received :from 23 percent to 
83 percent of the day's nutrient intake from the congregate meal. 
Level of nutrition knowledge does not predict diet to any significant 
degree, but it is hoped that more lessons over an extended period of 
time would show positive correlation with improved diets. Whereas 
mean intake of all nutrients is adequate, except t�ia:min :for men, 
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many diets appear to be inadequate :for the nutrients thia.min, Vitamin A, 
and calcium. Diet quality appears to improve with increased :frequency 
of  CMP attendance, but overall 43 percent have a poor diet , with intake 
of one or more nutrients below 50 percent RDA. 
Nutrition education which emphasizes "right" foods rather than 
specific nutrient intakes may be more meaningful for the elderly. 
- "correct" eating during senescence cannot undo the previous e:f:fects 
of a lifetime o:f poor eating habits but life may be more enjoyable for 
those years remaining i:f these people will know which foods to eat 
then act on this knowledge. Good nutrition can lead to improved 
healtp :for most people. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX Aa 
SURVEY OF ELDE�LY 
1 .  
3 , i·!AME ------------
,, I s I TE OJ:  f-lEAL --------
5 .  CHECK WHETHER  YOU ARE : 
__ !-1ALE 
6 .  Do YOU L I VE 
__ ALONE 
__ WI TH SPOUSE 
__ FEMALE 
__ W I TH ANOTHE R  
RELAT I VE 
__ W I TH A NON­
RELAT I VE 
t: · . D I D YOU GO TO SCHOOL THROUGH 
� -
9 .  
__ 4TH GRADE OR _LESS  __ F I N I SH H I GH 
SCHOOL 
__ 5TH GRADE- 8TH GRADE _ F l �H SH 
COLLEGE 
SOME H I GH SCHOOL 




HoN TALL ARE vou? 
UNDER 5 1 2" 
5 , 3 u -5 I L:. !! 
5 / 5 ll - 5 / 5 II 
. 5 ' 7 u -5 ' 8 .-, 






90 OR OLDER 




6 ' l11-6 { 2 l! 
6 ' 3" -T ALLE.R 








10 . How MUCH DO YOU \-'H� I GH ".' ? 





11 . ARE YOU 
-- I ND I A:'-1 
-- Nt-tI TE 
__ BLAC K  
12 . Do YOU L I VE 
-- 151-160 
_ _ 161-170 
__ 171-180 
__ 181-190 
__ 191-200, OVER , 
__ MEXI CAN 
__ OR I ENTAL 
. . . 
-- I N  A S �':ALL Tm·-!N OF  1, 'J)') PE0PL!:: O
R  LES S  
- - I N  A TOWi'l O F  1, 000 TO 5, 000 PEOP LE 
_____ l N  A Tm'JN OF 5,000 TO 15,000 
DO HOT 84 
WRITE HERE 
;COL , -CODE 
-- I N  A TOWt•l LARGER THAN 15., 000., L I KE S i oux . 
. FA
LLS 
_ _ ON A FARM 
13,  Do YOU L I VE I N  
-- YOUR rnim HOME 
·----- I N  A RELl\T I VE ' S  HOME 
__ l N  AN APARTMENT 
__ I N  A S EN I OR C I T I �EMS HGr1E 
__ I N  A COMPLEX FOR THE E LDE
RLY 
14 , Do YOU USUALLY LI KE YOUR HOME? 
__ YEs __ No 
15 .  WOULD YOU SAY TMAT YOU AR= 
16 , 
__ HAPPY AMD SAT I S F I ED W I TH L I FE 
__ USUALLY HAPPY 
__ USUALLY NOT HAPPY 
__ NOT HAPPY AND MOT SAT I S F I ED N I TH L I FE 
How OFTEN DO YOU EAT A DAY? 
, __ OMCE 
__ TW I CE 
_ _ THREE TH�ES 
__ FOUR T I ME S  
__ FI VE T I ME S  
-- MORE THAN F I VE 
T IMES  
17 I Hm� OFTEN DO YOU EAT AWAY FROM H0!··1E? Do "!OT 
t NCL�DE MEALS EATEN AT TH� COM�REGATE MEALS 
1.8 , 
S I TE ,  
-- DA I LY 
__ ONCE A WEEK 
__ l\fU CE A \·JEE K  
__ 3-6 T I MES  A �·fEE K  
TWI CE A MOMTH --
-- ONCE A MONTH 
f ,ow O FTEN DO  YOU USUALLY EAT AT  TH I S  CON GREGATE 
MEALS PROGRAM S I TE? 
-- ONCE A WEEK 
_ _ TW I CE A \·!EE K  
__ 3 TI MES  A WEEK 
-- 4 T I  MES A \'1EE  K 











19 .  t-hn cH MEAL no vou L I  KE BEsr? 
__ BREAKFAST 
__ DINNER  AT HOME 
__ Dt NNE �  AT THE CONGREGATE MEALS S I TE 
__ SUPPER 
I L I KE THEM ALL EQUALLY 
2Q , ''!HO DOES  t-insr O F  YOUR FOOD P REPARAT I ON? 
- - SE LF __ SHARE THE WORK 
-- SPOUSE -- OTHER 
2f,· Do YOU US UALLY L I  KE YOUR MEAL ARRANGEMEMTS? 
-- YES -- t)o 
22 I F  YOU USE V ITAM I N  OR M I NERAL P I LLSIL I AUI DS J 
WHY DO YOU USE THEM? 
,__ I BEL I EVE THAT YOU NEED. THEM 
__ ADV I CE FROM A FR I END OR RELAT I VE 
__ DOCTOR PRESCR I BED THEM 
23 . You CAN EAT : 
__ OJLY A VERY L I M ITED NUMBER  OF  FOODS 
__ E AT VE�Y FEW FOODS 
__ EAT MOST FOODS , BUT S KI P SOME 
_ _ EAT ALMOST A"!YTH I MG  
24 YouR APPET I TE I S  
ExcELLEMT ----
Goon --, __ 
FAI R  
Poo� 
DO MOT 
WR ITE . . HERE 86 








25 . Youn CHEl·! H J G  AD I L I  r f I s  
__ EXCE LLENT __ FA I R  
__ POO R  
26 .  �·!ouu1 YOU  SAY  Y()U� HcALTH CO:l D I T I O�l I S  
__ AL�-t!\ VS HEAL THY? __ S I  CK  S 0"4E? 
__ SELDOM S I CK? __ S I CK A LOT? 
27 D()E S ��/HAT YOU ATE �'-f l-t E �·J YOU 1.•!E �E YOUNG MAKE AMY 




Do YOU TH n!K YOU US UALLY GET THE f-'10S T  




. . . .  --
HOPE? 
CON�REGATE MEALS S I TE?  
�R I END OR RELAT I VE ' S  HOME? 
·· CAFE? 
29 , THE T I ME O F  DAY WHE� YOU US UALLY E AT THE MOST 
FOOD I S  
__ NOOM __ SEFORE RET I R I NG , 
DO flOT 
87 
�·'R I TE ME�E - - . .  












3� . l s  I T  BETTER TO EAT · A L I TTLE B I T  OF  M.l\NY 
DI FFERENT K I NDS OF FOODS THAN A LOT OF 
ONLY A FEH �00ns? 
-- YES __ DON ' T  KNOW 
__ NO 
31 . EVERYONE SHOULD TAKE V I TAMIN  OR M I ME RAL P I LLS 
EACH DAY TO STAY HEALTHY AND FULL OF ENERGY , 
__ YES __ DON ' T  KNOW 
. . . . . . . . .  
__ NO 
32 LARGE DOSES OF V ITAM I N  C CAN PREVENT O R  CURE 
THE co��"-10M COLD . 
__ YES 
__ NO 
33 , FRESH PEACHES AND CARROTS HAVE MORE BULK OR 
F I BER THArl CANNED PEACHES  A.m CARROTS , 
__ YES 
_ __ NO 
-- DON ' T  KNON 
34 NHOLE GRAI M PRODUCTS ARE MORE tWTR I T I OUS THAN 
.EN R I CHED NH I TE F LOUR PRODUCTS . 
__ YES 
_ _ NG 
-- DON '  T KM01'! 














�r- t - :> 
I i . 
36 , �I LL EAT I N� LOTS O F  SP I NACH f�KE YOU STRONG? 
__ YES __ DON ' T  KNOW 
__ NO 
37 , THE BEST SOURCES OF I RON I NCLUDE 
. .  
__ ORANGES AND GRAPE F RU I T , 
. .  
__ L I VER ,  MEAT AND EGGS . 
__ M I LK A.N D DAI RY PRODf JCTS , 
__ DON ' T  K�lrnf1·: 
33 , VI TAM I N  E HELPS ALL HEART COND I T I ONS , 
__ YES 
__ NO 
-- DON ' T  KNOW 
39 , MARRAR I NE CO�TA I NS FEWER CALOR I ES  THAN B UTTER , 
_ _ YES -- DON ' T  KNOW 
_ _ NO 
40 , THE FOOD NEEDED MOST BY THE BODY TO BU I LD AND 
REPLACE MUSCLE CELLS I S : 
__ BUTTER ,  
_ _ MEAT , 
. .  
__ VI TAM I N P I LLS , 
. . . . . . . .. -- noN ' T  KNm\f . 
�l . A GOOD SOURCE OF V I TAM I N  C I S  
__ C I TRUS FRU I TS ,  
__ - DR I ED 3EA�S . 
-- B REAns . 
-- DOM ' T KNOl.1 , 
DO ! 10T 
t��r ITE I ! E1E · ·89 








42 , GELAT I N I S  OME OF  THE BEST SOURCES O F  PROTE i r-J . 
__ YES __ DON ' T  KNOW 
__ NO 
43 . DRY CEREALS (L I KE CORNFLAKES QR R I CE KR I SP I ES )  
PROV I D� MAI NLY EMPTY CALOR I ES ,  
__ YES 
__ NO 
44 . You �ET ALL THE FOOD N UTR I ENTS YOU NEED FROM 
THE BAS I C  FOOD GROUPS O F : 
__ MEAT AND POTATOES  
__ MI LK AND CEREAL 
__ M I LK., FR U I T Atm VEGETABLE., MEAT, AND 
BREAD-CEREALS 
__ DON ' T  KMOt� 
45 . IT I S  BETTER NOT TO I NCLUDE ORAN GE JU I CE ArD 
Ml LK I N  T�E SAME MEAL BECAUSE THE ORANGE _ _  J U I  CE 
CAU�ES THE M I LK TO CURDLE I N  THE STOMACH , 
__ AGREE 
__ D I SAf,REE 
45 , VI TAMI N _ P I LLS tl I LL MAKE YOU FEE L  STRONG AND 




47 , . V I TAMI N  C I S  ! 1 EED!::D FOR 
__ GOOD BOWEL MOVEMENT , 
__ GOOD EYES I GHT , --
DON ' T  KNOW 
__ HEA� I NG OF . 
CUT , 
DON ' T  K;�Ot'!-
DO N�T 
J.fD JTE ·  f �r: nr- 90 , -.  1 t- l <:.L--
-CoL . 








l�S .  VI TAM I N S  AND M H! E RALS ARE A SOURCE O F  CALO � I ES .  
__ YES 
__ NO 
qg� A CALOR I E  I S  
__ A MEASUREMENT OF FOOD ENERGY , 
-- A MHJERAL  I 
--- A VI TAM I M  I 
. . . .. . . . .  
__ DON ' T  KMO'•f , 
5') ,  No REDUC _I_ i l G D I  ET SHOULD CO�!TA I M  BREAD OR 
POTATOES , 
__ A�REE -- DON ' T  KMOW 
__ DI SAGREE 
51 , THE B�ST WAY TO LOSE  WE I GHT I S  TO 
__ EAT A BALA�CED D I ET THAT I S  LO','if I N  
CALOR I ES , 
__ GO ON A GRAPEFRU I T  D I ET ,  
__ S K I P BREAK�AST , 
__ DON ' T  KNOW 
52 , CAN�!ED PEAS . HAVE LES S  FOOD VALUE THA�l FRE S H­
COOKED PEAS , 
__ YE S 
__ NO 
-- DON ' T  KNOU 




r=1  .) _ _  
51 
53 , A GOOD SOURCE O F  CALC I UM I S  




- ·  . . . . .  
__ CH I CKEN , __ DON ' T  KNOW , 
THE NUTR I ENT �m I CH HAS THE MOST CALOR I ES 
CARBOHYDRATE , PR'lTE I M , 
. . . . . . . . . 
FAT , I DON T KMON I 
THE GREATEST SOURCE OF  CARBOHYDRATES I S  
. . . . . . . .  
DA I RY PRODUCTS , F I SH .  
ENR I CHED BREAD DON ' T  KNOW 
AND CEREAL , 
AN ESPEC I ALLY GOOD SOURCE OF  PROTE I H  I S  
FRESH FRU ITS , MEAT , 
FRESH V!:GETA3LES DON ' T  K�lOW 
57 , ADEQUATE I RO� I N  D I ET CAN PREVENT 
__ T I RED BLOOD AND ANEM I A , 
-- POOR S K I M , 
__ POOR V I S I ON ,  
5�� FROZEN ORANGE J UJCE HAS LE SS  N UTR I T I VE 
VALUE THAN FRES� , 
__ YES 
__ NO 
I S  









51 , l{DEOUATE pqQTE I N  MAY BE OBTAH!ED FROM FR U I TS 
AND VEGETA!lLES , 
__ YES 
__ YES ANJ I T  I S 
EASY 
__ NO 
__ DON ' T  KNOW 
__ YES�  BUT I T  I S  
D I FF I C ULT 
60 , WHEN PEOPLE HAVE ENOUGH FOOD TO . SAT I S FY THE I R 




-- DON ' T  KMoi,., 
DO :lOT 
�·!R I TE PE�E · · 93 
i C . .  : c · ·  · ·  · 




61 . !fu I TE EGGS ARE MORE N U�R�T I O US THAN BROWN EGRS , j 
___ YES __ DOM ' T KNOW 61 
__ MO 
62 , ""ATURAL11 V I TAM I NS ARE BETTER FOR YOU THAN 
.MAN-MADE V I TAM i t-l S I 
__ YES __ DON ' T  KNOW 
__ NO 
63 , "LI QU I F I ED VEGETABLES" OR  "RAW VEGETABLE 
JUI CES " L I KE CARROT JU I CE OR CELERY J U I CE 
ARE H I GHER I N  FOOD VALUE THAN THE VEGETABLES 
THEMSELVES .  
__ YES -- DON I T KM Ott/ 
6Q , ALL PEOPLE SHOULD USE A LOW- FAT, LOW­
CHOLESTEROL _D I ET TO PqEVE�T HEART D I SEASE 
AND STROKES , 
__ YES 
__ NO 










65 . Do YOU USE A GROCERY L I ST WHEN SHOPP I ��? 
ALWAYS NEVER 
SOMET I MES 
66 . Do YOU PLAM MEtl US FOR THE WEEK? 
ALWAYS NEVE� 
__ SOMET I MES 
57 , Do YOU USE NUTR I T I ONAL LABEL I N G  I N  S ELECT I N G  
YOUR FOODS? 
__ RARE LY 
__ SOMET I MES 
__ WHENEVER POSS I BLE 
DON ' T  KNOW WHAT I T  --
I S  
6<3 . Do YOU USE OPEM DAT I NG HJ SELECT I NG YOUR f=OODS? 
· • · · · ·  . .  
-- UsuALL y -- :·JEVE R 
-- SoMET i t-'lES -- DoN ' T  KNOW WHAT I T  
MEANS 







__ YES __ SOMET I ME S  
__ NO J DON ' T  PREPARE 
ANY FOOD 
l10ULD YOU L I KE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT : 
1�!HAT FOOD DOES FOR A PERSOi J 
WHAT FOODS ARE GOOD FOR PEOPLE 
How TO HANDLE FOOD S.AFELY 
Foon PO I so:-J H!G 
Goon OR BAD FOOD COMB I NAT I  OMS 
OTHERS ., SPEC I FY 
DO �!OT 94 1·.m JTE nEm= · · · I . \  • • \ -





















NAME ---------- FI LE f !o , _______ ,-1( ...... 1_-l __ n_ 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SITE ---------- DATE ________ , 19 _ 
MONTH DAY 
Do NOT �f R I  TE REMEMBER TO WR I TE nrn�1N EVERYTH I N G YOU ATE AND DRAf K I N  TH I S  S PACE 
FROM THE T I ME YOU F I N I SHED THE NOON MEAL YESTERDAY 
THROUGH THE MOON MEAL TODAY I You DO N OT NE ED TO WR I TE CoL . CODE ' "  
� DOVIN THE AMOUNT OF  WATER YOU DRANK DUR I NG THE DAY, BUT 
DO REMEMBER SUCH TH I NGS AS : 
MI LK OR S UGAR ON YO UR CEREAL 
BUTTER O R  JELLY ON YOUR BREAD OR TOAST 
FROST I NG ON YO UR CAl<E 
SODA PoP .,· Ko6L-A I D,· CANDY_; ETC·.
· 
VI TAM I N P I LLS ( I f YOU TAKE THE M )  
l'fHAT K I ND? ( US E  B RAND NAME I F  KNO·JN ) 
I RON . . . . V I TAM I N S  ,A & D 
. . . . 
f.lULT I -V I TAM I NS __ OTHE RS ______ _ 
ASCORB I C  AC I D  --
YESTERDAY WAS : (C I RCLE ONE )  SU M ru · w TH F SA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DO HOT HR ITE - - - · - . . .  . . HERE - -. . . . . · • · 
' 1  p 
KI N� OF Foon AND DR I N K  ii AMou T EATENII 
I OR DRutl K . · t . - - - - · - · - · · · · . . .  · : : : - - : : : : : : : : · · : :  · : : · ·  . . . . . : . .  · · · · · · · . . . .  · :  . .  : : : : . 
. . 
. 
. . · •  . .  
BETWEEN MY NOON MEAL ___ · ·_·_· · ·_· ·-·_· ·_· · ·_· ·_· · ·_· ·_· ·�j� ____ ·
·_·f.-· ·_·_· · ·_· ·-t-· ·_· ·_· · ·_· · · 
YESTERDAY AND My l . . . . . . . . .  • ,•. .  . . . . . . . . . .
. . 
FOR MY E VEN .I N G  MEAL 
YESTE�DAY, I ATE AND 
DRAN K ,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! 
... . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .
. . . . .  t · . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . · t . . . . .  
li J . · · j · · · · · · · ·  
· · · · · ·  . . . . . . · · · · · . · · · · · ·  . .  
BETWEEN MY 
. .  
. . . .  . 
. . . . .. .  
. .  . .  
EVEN I NG 
MEAL AN D THE T I ME 
WENT TO BED LAST 
N I GHT., I ATE AND 
DRANK 
AFTER I WENT TO BED 
AND BEFORE  I GOT UP 
TH I S  MORN I N G,  I ATE 
AND DRArJ K 
AFTER I GOT UP TH I S  
MORN I NG AND BE FORE 
BREAKFAST., I ATE AND 
DRANK 
FoR BREAKFAST TH I S  
MORN I N G., I ATE 
AND DRAN K 
BETI�E E N  BREAKFAST -
AND MY NOON MEAL 
TODAY,, I ATE AND 
KI ND O F  
· · · · · ·  . . . .. . .  
. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .  
Foon AND . . . . . .  
. .  · · · · ·  
.. · - . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
DR I N K  
. . 
.. · · · · · ·  . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · ·  . .  
. . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  
. .  . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .  
.. . . . . .  . .  · · · · ·  
. .  . . .. . .. . .. .  
. .  . .  
. .  . . . .. . . . . . .  
. .  . .  
. . . .  
. .  . .  
. . . . . . . . .  . . 
. . . 
. .  
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  
. .  
. .  
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . 
· • · · · · · · · · ·  . . - - . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  
· • · . . . .. . . . . .  
. . . .  .. . . .  . . . . . .  
· • • · · · · · · · · · · · 
. .. . .  . .  
. . . .  . . . . . .  · · • • ·  
· · · · · ·  . . .  
. . . .  
. . . . .  
. .  
- · · ·  . 
. .  
. . . . 
. . . . .  
. .  . 
. . 
. .. . . .  
· · · · · · · . . .. . 
. .  
. . 
. . . .  . . . . . .  




At«>UMT EATEN j� 
-OR DRUN K i . .  : :  . .  : :  
. .  . .  
. .  . . .. . . .. . . .  
. . .  
. . 
. . 
. . .. .  
. .  
. .  
. . . .  . . . .  . . . .  · · • 
. .  
. . .  
. . . . . 
. . . .  
. .  
. .  
. . 
. . .  
· · · · - · · ·  . . .  
I l 
1 · · · · ·  +· · ·  I · i - · ·  · · · · · ·  . .  
I , . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
I 
. . .  
I 
I . . .  . . . . .  . .  
. . .  
. .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
I 
· r  
. . . . . .  · · · • • · · 
. . .  · • · ·  . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  . . . 
. .  
· · · · · 
. . . . . . .  · · · · · · ·  . . . . .  
· · · · · · ·  . . . . . . .  
i ' · . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
i 
., 
' ... - . . . . .  
. .  . . . ..  
. . .  
. . . . . 
. . .  
. .  
. .  
. .  . . .  . 
. . . ..  
. . .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. . .  
. . .  
· · · · · ·  
. .  
· ·t 
· · · · · · · ·  
. . . . . . . .  
. .  
. .  . .  
I 
I l . . . . .  
. .  . . .  
. . .  
. .  . .. . . ..  




. . . . . . .  
DRAN K 
. .  . . . . . . . . .  · ·  If · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · ·  H 
DO i'!OT 
�,fR I TE HEqE 
97 
. . . : : : · '.  . . .  .Knm . O F  . FOOD AMD DR I N K 
i !  AMOUNT EATE M / l 
. . lj· O F  D R UM K  : 1 j 1· . . . .  
foR MY NOON MEAL TODAY J 
I ATE AND DRANK 
i ! i '  
I ! 
. . . . · t  
. .  
i i . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
l l  
· , t · · · i · · · · · · · · · I · · · 
! ' 
. ..  · · · · ·  · · - · .  : 




" I . . � j· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
· •  · · · · ·  . ·1 . . . . . . 
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APPENDIX Ac 
P.�RT () J:  THE S  I s  STJ  JnV I r! Ho�E Ecli�! (W' I c s - N UTR I T  I f"'M I\T snsu·, 
BROO KI N GS ., SOUTH DAKOTA BE I NG DONE  BY GRACE ANDERSON . 
POST-SU�VEY OF ELDETTLY 
1 .  
3 . NAME -------------
4 . TowN O F  � UTR I T I ON S I TE ----------
D I  D YOU PART I C I PATE I N : 
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
-- LES SON ON E (BAS I C  FouR AND N UTR I ENTS U S E  I N  BODY)  
__ LES S0N TWO (PLANN I M G MEALS U S I !! G  FOOD Mf1DE LS 
nTo YouR HEALTH , • •  I N  YouR SECOND F I FTY YEARS " , )  
__ LES SON THR EE C JUTR I ENTS I N  FOOD S ;  F OOD L.ABEL I N C:: .,  
EMPTY CALOR I ES )  
! JAVE YOU CHA�·! G2� ., O R  DO YOU P L��� TO CHN� G E ., YOUR E.L\T H!r, HAB I TS 
AS A RES ULT O F  L�ARr·! I M r- M0 ° E .1\BO f JT FOODS ? 
8 .  
9 .  
ltJ . 
ll.  
1 ?  -- • 
13 . 
-- PLAM MEALS !J S I �! �  Fnnn fiR0 Ll P Fl r,s  FRO f� fA S I C  �() I IP. C '-i l\RTS ... 
-- SELE CT F OOD S M.'\ V I M� LO,:!ER CALOR I !:  C O�ffE�,JT I 
__ SE LECT FOODS HAV I NG H I GHER N UTR I E r- .JT  CONTENT , 
__ 
:·!o C HAN G E  !3 ECAUSE  I EAT ALR I GMT N·!Y''! f\ v .  
-- :-!o cH A�WE BECAU S E  I DO�l ' r  CAR E ro CHANG E .  
I CA!i , T CHA�-! G E  MY f'-"E.'\L PATTER�! $ I 
14 . -- I M E ED TO LEARN MOR E  BEFO RE I CA. ·! C '.•-f.'l �� r, E .  
15 .  I s  I T  n ETTEq  TO EAT A L I TTLE B I T  O F  t,,AMY D I F F S � P-lT l< H-!DS 
OF FOODS T HA�! A LOT OF OM LY A FE'tl FOODS? 
__ YES 
__ No 
-- DON ' T KN n\•I 
16 , [VE"'YO� E S '.-10ULn T.A. KE V I  TM'11 " �  OR �,. l " � E R/\ L  � I LLS E A.CH DAY TO 
STAY H E.�LTHY M ! T'1  F t ! LL C'F E�! ERGY a 
__ YES 
99· 
17 •· LARGE DOSES  ()F  V I TJ\t-1 1 �-J C CN-! PREVEr.!T OR CURE THE cor-'-rv,OM COLD .  
__ YES 
-- �10 
18 . ' '!HOLE G RA P,] PROnucrs �R E MOP. E N UTR I T I C' ll.S THA r !  E"! R I CHEn 
WHI TE FLOUR PRnDUCTS , 
_ _ YES 
__ NO 
19 . SHOU LD vnu l)R H! K  M I LK EVEN I F  YOU EAT LOTS nF VE �ETAB LES? 
__ YES -- DON ' T  KNO\•f 
__ NO 
21 , t! I LL EAT H! G LOTS O F  SP H lACH MA KE YOU STRON G? 
__ YES 
__ NO 
21 , THE BEST SOURCES  OF I RON I NCLUDE 
__ ORAM GES  A:lD GRA P E FR U I T .  
__ L I VE R ,  MEAT N 111 E GGS • 
-- Ml  L [( .'\�! D DA I RY PRODUCTS I 
-- DOM I T  KMO�'! . 
22 . MARGJ\q  1 N E  co�-ff A I P,, s FE' • 'ER CALOR 1 ES THAf !  !1l JTTEq . 
__ YES 
__ NO . 
23 . THE FOOD N E EDED MOST BY THE BODY TO :W I LD ,n_r- , n R E P LACE 
MUSCLE CE LLS I S :  
__ BUTTER 
__ MEAT 
__ V I TAM I N  P I LLS 
DOM ' T KMO' ·! --
24 . A GOOD SOU"CE  OF  V I TAM I N  C I S  
__ C I TRUS  F R U I TS __ BRE t\DS 
__ DR I ED 3 EA�l s -- DO. 1 ' T  KN""' 
25 . GELAT l i'l I s  ONE  O F  Tl 1r:  BEST SOURCES n F  P ROTE H! . 
__ YES  
__ NO 
__ DON ' T Ki'JO\·J 
26 , DRY CEREALS ( L i l<E C!"RNFLAKES  OR R I CE KR I SP I ES )  PROV I DE 
M.1\ I N LY EMPTY CALOR I ES ,  
__ YES 
-- �JO 
27 . You <;ET ALL THE FOOD NUT� I EMTS YOU M EED FPOM THE D/\S I C  
FOOD GROUPS  OF : 
100 
__ �EAT AND POTATOES 
__ MI L K  A"m CEREAL 
__ M I LKJ FRU I T  AND VEfETA9LEi  
ME�T J A�� BRE �D-CEREALS 
-- no . ! '  T K�1n1 ·1 
28 . Ir I S  :3ETTE� noT TO P!C UJ'JE ORAN GE  J U I CE A�·. n � I Li< 1 �! THE 
SA��E MEA L  B:::CA! J SE  TH E OP.Ail G E  JU I C E CAUS E S  THE r,1 I L. K  TO 
-CU�DLE I M  THE STOMACH • 
__ ArR EE  
__ D I SAGREE 
-- DON , T l(M()t•f 
29 . V I TAM I N  P I LLS N I LL r 1 .\KE YOU FEEL  STRm�r, .l\�ID H Et\LTHY , 
__ YES 
__ NO 
31 , VI TAM I N  C I S  NEEDED FOR 
GOOD BO':!E L MOVEMEMT .  ·---
-- r,ooD EY ES I GHT , 
-- DO�! 1 T I('\� (1\'1 
-- H�AL I M� O F  C UT I 
DON ' T  K •m·r --
31 . VI TAM I �l S A� !D M l :·J E RALS ARE A SOU�C E  O F  CALOR I ES , 
__ YE S 
32 , ·  A CALO R I E  I S  
-- A �S �S UREMENT O F  FOOD ENE 0 GY , 
-- A V I TAr-" I ! l I 
__ A M l  ! ERL\L , 
DO"l ' T KMO '! • --
33. ... � �o f?EI)UCH�� D I ET SHOULD C0NTA I "'l BR EAD OR POTATOE S , 
__ A�REE -- nnM , T KM()�·f 
__ DI SAGREE 
34 ,  T!-iE BEST !tl\ Y Tn LOSE N E  I GMT I S  TO 
__ EAT A !lALAMCED D I ET THAT I S  LO�·! H! CALOR I E S , 
__ GO ON A GRAPEFRU I T  D I ET .  
__ SKI P BREAKFAST . 
35, A GOOD SOt JRCE O F  CALC I UM I S  
36. 
37 . 
-- CH I CKE:! I 
THE NITT� I ENT W I CH H.\S 
CARBn,�YnRAT E . 
FAT ,  
THE G�EATEST SOURCE OF 
___ TIAIRY PRODUCTS , 
___ ENRI CHED BREAD 
AND CEREAL , 
__ Ml LK N!n CHEES E .  
-- DOM ' T Kt 1 0�·r 
THE MOS7 CALOR I E S I S  
PROTE I �.� I 
no�! ' T K!,:m�1 
CARBOHYDRATSS I S  
__ F I SH ,  
-- !lON ' T KN O\'I 
38. }\N ESPE C I ALLY GOOD S()URCE OF  PROTE I
7 ! I S  
_ __ FRES� FRU ITS , 
__ FRESH VEC,ETABLES 
__ MEAT , 
--
39 , ADEQUATE I �OM I M  D I ET CAM PREV
E�!T 
0TI �ED BLOO�� AND ANE� I A ,  --
-- POOR S K l t J I 
__ PO('R V I S I 'U ,  
D0!'3 ' T  KM()�•! 
101 
4� , FROZEN ORA: JGE  JU I CE HA.S LESS NUTR I T I VE VALUE TYAM FRES I I ,  
__ YES 
__ NO 
-- DON I T  KNO\·! 
102 
41 . P\DEQ UATE PROTE I M  MAY BE O�TA Hl ED F�0r11 FRU I TS _t\i\)D  V!:t=ETA?i LES , 
__ YES 
___ NO 
LJ2 . H�EM PEO P LE HAVE EM our,H F()Ot' TO S AT I S FY T�IE I P.  AP D ET I TE S J  
THE I R !) 1  ETS ARE C E RTA I M T O  !3 E  1 •J ELL-BALAr! CED i 
__ YES 
-- �!O 
43 . \·!H I TE EGG S ARE MORE N UTR I T I OUS THAr ! BROt·JM E G G S , 
__ YES 
-- � o 
44 . "NATURAL" V I TAM I �  P I LLS APE BETTER F0R YOU THA� MA�-MADE 
VI T Af4 l f\J P I LLS • 
,. __ Y ES 
__ NO 
APPENDIX B 
RECOMMENDED DAILY DIETARY ALIDWANCES* 
�. 51 years + (Reference weight - 154 
pounds, height - 69 inches) 
Energy, kcal • • • • • • • • • 2 , 400 
Protein, g • • • • • • • • • • 56 
Calcium, mg • • • • • • • • • 800 
Iron,  mg • • • • • . • • • • 10 
Vi tam.in A, I. U .  • • • • • 5 , 000 
Thia.min , mg • • • • • • • • • 1. 2 
Riboflavin, me; • • • • • • • • 1. 5 
Niacin, mg . • • • • • • • • • 16 
Ascorbic Acid, mg • • • 45 
103 
Women, 51 years + ( Reference weight
 - 128 pounds , height - 65 inches ) 
Energy, kcal • • • • • • • • • 1, 800
 
Protein, g • • • • • • • • • • 
46 
Calcium, mg • • • • • • • • • 800
 
Iron, mg • • • • • • • • • 1
0 
Vitamin A, I. U .  • • • • • 4 , O O
O 
Thiamin, mg • • • • • • • 
1. 0 
Riboflavin, mg • • • • • • 
1. 2 
Niacin, mg • • • • • • 
12 
Ascorbic Acid, mg • • • • • • 
45 
*Selected nutrients are from Home
 and Garden Bulletin #12, USDA, 
March 1976 • .Amounts are as revi
sed and printe d  in the same bulle
tin, 




5 ' 2 " or less 115 - 130 
5 ' 3" - 5 1 4n 120 - 140 
5 ' 5" - 5 '6" 130 - 150 
5 ' 7" - 5 '8" 130 - 160 
5 ' 9" - 5 1 10" 140 - 170 
5 '11" - 6 1 150 - 180 
6 11" - 6 1 2" 160 - 190 
6 ' 3" - taller 170 - 200 
Weight for height by sex 
Coding : l - underweight 
2 - normal 
3 - overweight 
Weight 
Female 
100 - 120 
110 - 130 
120 - 140 
120 - 150 
130 - 160 
140 - 170 
Information modified from USDA Home and Garden Bulletin 




DESCRIPTION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Pretest items Independent 
Maximum 
Included Variables Mean 
St. Dev. Possible 
6-J.3 Living conditions 
14 , 15 , 23 ,  24 , Life happiness 22. 69 3 . 66 28  
25 ,  26 , 69 
65 , 66 , 67 , 68 , Shopping habits 9. 28 3 . 32 
·15 
69 
16 , 17 ,  18 , 19 , Food habits 17. 84 3 .18 23  
20 , 23 ,  28 , 29 
18 , 19 , 28 , 29  CMP attitude and 
7. 81 1 . 80 10 
participation 
5 ,  9 ,  10 Size 
2. 49 0 . 60 3 
30-32 , 34-37 , 6 . 84 28  
39-44 ,  46-51 , Knowledge score 
14. 13 
53-58 , 60-62 
22 ,23 ,26 Health index 5
. 43 1 . 51 11 
13 Living situation 
8 Age 73. 3  
3 . 27 
4 Madison , Sisseton, 
Sioux Falls, SD 
7 Education 
loth grade 
